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TCN Recognizes $100,000 Heublein Grant
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
News Editor
An open house was held
Thursday, January 18, to recog-
nize a $100,000 grant the
Heublein corporation gave to
the Trinity Center for Neighbor-
hoods (TCN). Trinity College
President, Evan Dobelle, Mayor
Mike Peters and congress-
woman for the first district of
Connecticut, Barbara Kennelly,
were present to speak about the
Center and its goals for the fu-
ture.
The open house recognized,
the grant as well as some of the
people involved in creating the
Trinity Center for Neighbor-
hoods. It was held at the center,
which is located at 190 New
Britain Avenue in a newly reno-
vated house. Faculty and ad-
ministrators joined community
organizers to honor the event.
TCN was established in 1995
after receiving a two year grant
from the Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development's
Office of University Partner-
ships 1 he Center provides an
Group of Hartford (ONE/
CH ANE), Asylum Hill Organiz-
ing Project (AHOP) and Citizens
for Action in New Britain
(CANB), and will offer com-
puter systems, research assis-
tance, staff and training. The
Center, along with the noted or-
ganizations, will address issues
such as safety, housing, com-
munity development, recre-
ation, infrastructure and
community image. The grant
from the Heublein corporation
will fund research and tools for
these projects.
President Dobelle was the
first to speak, commenting on
his excitement about the
project. He introduced Henry
DePhillips, the current Dean of
Faculty at Trinity, who spoke




Zannoni and Naomi Amos, for
their research work. He also
mentioned other faculty in-
volved, and spoke of a lecture
series on the issue of urban re-
newal which the college plans
to
gamzations such as Hartford
Areas Rally Together (HART),
The Northeast Neighborhood
Congresswoman, Barbara Kennelly and Trinity College President, Evan
Dobelle speak at open house recognizing the Heublein grant.
that it is "not just Trinity and it's
not just Hartford...lt is a matter
of survival that we work to-
gether" to make the city a bet-
ter place.
Barbara Kennelly, a graduate
Pnor to this lorum, during theand honorary degree recipient




Dobelle, commenting on the
work Trinity has done to open
its gates to the city Peters feels
iew sentiments wit
comment "we are no longer in
trouble, we have Evan Dobelle."








On January 14,1996, Trinity
College officially announced its
revitalization initiative for the
neighborhoods surrounding
the Trinity campus, specifically
the $175 million investment in
the city of Hartford.
Trinity, in conjunction with
its partners Hartford Hospital,
the Connecticut Children's
Medical Center, formerly
known as Newington Hospital,
and Southside Institutions
Neighborhood Alliance (SINA),
as well as Fannie Mae, the Insti-
tute of Living, and Connecticut
Public Television (CPTV), sup-
ports the plan to develop the
city further with the creation of
more housing, an Allied Health
and Technology Center, three
schools, a family resource cen-
ter, and a youth club.
This institutional network
expects an extended and ex-
panded stabilization of the
neighborhoods which include,
but are not limited to, the areas
bounded by Washington Street,
New Britain Avenue, Zion
Street, and Ward Street.
The overall objective of Trin-
ity, its partners, and the initia-
tive, is one which focuses on
coalition and consensus build-
ing within the Hartford com-
munity.
The three critical factors, as
stressed by both Trinity College
President Evan S. Dobelle and
the Vice President for Public Re-
lations, Linda S. Campanella,
are stabilizing the neighbor-
hood from within, creating an
infrastructure for families, and
drawing on resources and insti-
tutions already present in the
Hartford area.
President Dobelle stresses,
"Our focus is on children and
education, and the real key is
home ownership and families
with a vested interest in the sur-
vival of their neighborhoods.
This is not about gentrification
but rather about the difficult
task of community-building,
and we will use an approach
that is inclusive."
Since the arrival of Dobelle,
many public figures have com-
mended Trinity and the Presi-
dent for working as "catalysts
and champions of change in
addition to striving to become
active players in the realm of
Hartford's revitalization," ac-
cording to Campanella.
This program has extended
beyond the boundaries of Trin-
ity, Hartford and even Connecti-
cut. In Washington D.C, the
Housing and Urban Develop-
ment (HUD) Office has praised
the efforts of all parties involved
in the initiative. The Assistant
see COMMUNITY on page 4
The annual January Trustee
weekend was this past week-
end. The Trustee Student Life
Committee made an addition to
their schedule by holding a fo-
rum with thirty invited stu-
dents: the majority being
seniors, although some juniors
and sophomores and one fresh-
man were also present. The
purpose of the forum was to dis-
cuss the issue of off-campus
drinking. Committee Chair
Emily Swenson stated, "This
topic came out of a conversa-
tion we had at our last meeting."
At that meeting in October
1995 student representatives
Jonathan Epstein '97 and Mick
Nardelli '97 raised concerns
about the changes in the alco-
hol policy. They suggested that
there would be a rise in the
number of students venturing
off campus to drink. And from
this, they concluded that as stu-
dents ventured farther off cam-
pus the risk of being involved in
car accidents would increase.
Swenson said that the pur-
pose of the informal meeting
was "to see how you (the stu-
dents) feel about the issue."
Safety Brian Kelly distributed
materials to the trustees outlin-
ing the alcohol policies at simi-
lar liberal arts colleges in the
nation. During the forum, Kelly
commented that this issue was
particularly thorny considering
that 75% of the student body
was underage. What concerned
Kelly most was not casual alco-
hol consumption so much as
the excessive consumption that
often led to the bulk of com-
plaints to his office.
Senior Beth Piro then raised
the issue of the off campus
shuttle. Providing a shuttle to
certain off campus bars like
Gotham Lounge, she said,
would drastically cut the risk of
student accidents.
Nardelli then unveiled the
contents of a meeting he had
with Gotham's General Man-
ager, Corey Scott. The represen-
tative of the bar had indicated
to Nardelli that the amount of
Trinity cars counted in the
parking lot had risen from an
average of around thirty or fifty
last year, to an average between
230 and 250 this year. Nardelli
also reported that the manager
had said that on a recent Thurs-
day night he had personally
stamped 780 Trinity hands.















Comes to Trinity to
showcase their origi-
nal choreography.
on Feb. 2 11
Troy McKelvin quits
the basketball team
mid-season. Is it a
blow to the team'
Commentary
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Extend Shuttle Services To Ail Holidays
HE HOLIDAY SEASON has come and gone. And so come and go the holiday
travelers. Among these travelers are the Trinity students who are not
from this vicinity.
President Dobelle claims that one of his immediate concerns is admissions.
He has instructed Admissions to emphasize recruitment of applicants outside
of the immediate New England area for the sake of increasing diversity.
The cost of a Trinity education for the geographically distanced student is
significant. In particular, travel expenses for non-residents are unlike those of
the resident. Train fares, bus fares or airplane fares stare in the face of the non-
resident, unless he is so bold to drive the entire distance, for which there are
nevertheless gasoline costs.
To make matters more unfriendly, the academic calendar at Trinity is struc-
tured in such a manner that students are required to leave campus. Not sug-
gested, recommended, nor advised, but required to leave campus.
For these breaks, there should be a shuttle system that transports students to
the train and bus station or the airport. Such a system already exists around
the Thanksgiving break, under the direction of Student Activities. The system
is such that there are a few departing times from Mather to the station or air-
port. Students sign up and are given seats on a first-come first-serve basis. Al-
though there is a nominal cost, it is significantly less than that of a taxi.
The importance of this argument is reinforced by the repeated demand for
the shuttle service at Thanksgiving. Student Activities should coordinate, mind-
ful of the schedule of examinations, a few times per last three or four days of the
semester when the shuttle could provide the same service it does at Thanksgiv-
ing, If there were not any demand for the service, obviously the service could
be canceled for that time slot. If the schedule for these shuttles were made pub-
lic sufficiently in advance, students would be able to devise their departure plans
accordingly. Remember, the school requires that students leave campus.
This proposal for a shuttle system would, in a small sense, help to alleviate
the burden of being a non-New England student. However, even over the four
years of a Trinity education, the small costs add up for the non-resident stu-
dent. Such a shuttle service would be consistent with Dobelle's pledge to at-
tracting and keeping students from outside of New England.
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An evening of mingling, din-
ing and discussing education —
this was the evening of January
19th. On Friday night trustees,
administrators, faculty and stu-
dents were in various rooms
and lounges on the second floor
of Mather Hall for the annual
trustee dinner.
turn, have a better grasp of the
information. The five students
that were present agreed that
this approach does work well.
There were also conflicting
opinions during the night. A
student, Matthew Prince '96,
spoke about reducing the num-
ber of distribution require-
ments so students would have
the chance to choose courses
Some people felt the students gain
knowledge by the requirements that
otherwise they would not have been
exposed to.
As a freshman, I have to ad-
mit that I was slightly nervous
before the dinner was under-
way because of all the people I
was unfamiliar with. However,
the host, Associate Academic
Dean Jack Waggett, made me
feel very comfortable by intro-
ducing me to the others. After
we had the chance to meet one
another, everyone sat down to
an exquisite meal catered by
Marriott. A discussion followed
concerning many different as-
pects of education. This, by far,
was the most interesting part of
the night. I enjoyed hearing
about topics from all different
view points. At many times
professors and students agreed.
The benefits of a small class size
and various teaching methods
were discussed. Professor
Zannoni said that one way she
•teaches students is by having
rhem teach certain topics to
their peers. The students, in
that they were genuinely inter-
ested in. Also, there was the
chance that the size of the intro-
ductory level classes that many
students used to fill these re-
quirements would decrease.
The faculty argued that the size
of the introductory classes
would still be as large as they
were several years earlier when
there were no requirements.
Some people felt the students
gain knowledge by the require-
ments that otherwise they
would not have been exposed to.
It was these different views
and the flow of many thoughts
and ideas that made this a great
experience. I also enjoyed meet-
ing the trustees and others who
make Trinity the school that it
is. I would like to thank all
those who helped to put on the
event for a wonderful time.
Sincerely,
Erica L. Veysey '99
Resolutions Edition
Trinity enters 1996 carrying some old plans and
making some new ones. The Tripod thought we'd
bring you some COMMON SENSE, with apologies to
Thomas Paine and. Newsweek, to sort it all out.
Trustees •£ Capital Campaign on track. Big plans in
• the works. But don't stick around "in
support of Greeks" like before.
Neighborhood Old CS: T r in i ty ' s biggest blemish. New
CS: Dobe l l e next-best thing to Noxema.
Admissions >#. 900 appl icants in one week! Look out
" USNews.
GreekFest Ties Activities Night for biggest let
down of the week. Unit? Who hired the
band?
Gotham J^ One-third of Trinity there Thursday
• night! Only a matter of time before one
doesn't make it back.
Marriott jjf Amazing what a break will do to
^ squelch a revolution.
POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, named will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not pub-,
lish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity. . . " • • • • •
Letters may be submitted via:
•CAMPUS MAIL: Box 702582
•E-MAIL: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
•CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/tripod
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Selling Our Babies To The Highest Bidder
MICK NARDELLI '97
Opinion Writer
The concept of surrogate
motherhood is one of serious
controversy within our society
today. From the moral confines
of the family to the highest
court in the land, this topic is
raising eyebrows and making
heads turn.
Surrogate motherhood is of-
ten called "baby selling" by its
adversaries, as the child is
brought to term for the mere
sake of giving it away in ex-
change for monetary compen-
sation.
Moreover, those in opposition
maintain that surrogate moth-
erhood should be legalized in
every state in this country.
The entire basis for this
country's economy is capital-
ism, and within this realm, we
find that all things are for sale,
and that everything does have a
price. The notion of baby sell-
ing is true, as the child is ex-
changed for a monetary value,
but I see nothing wrong with
this.
Some will argue that a child
should not be taken from its
natural mother; however, our
government does this in every-
day life, and no one says any-
thing. Children are put up for
adoption all the time, and oth-
status.
Therefore, couples are given
children on the basis of money,
just as it is done in surrogate
motherhood. Is it different then
for a mother to willingly sell a
child to a family which will
attempt to be.
The final aspect I would like
to examine is the idea of con-
senting adults and contractual
agreements. It has been argued
by my opponents that the sur-
rogate mother does not under-
The notion of baby selling is true, as the
child is exchanged for a monetary value,
but I see nothing wrong with this.
Surrogate motherhood should be legalized
in every state in this country.
to surrogates argue that this
forming of commodities of chil-
dren may lead to the further de-
terioration of the family unit.
However, I would argue against
both of these claims. Instead, I
ers are taken from their parents
if the parents are proven unfit
by a court. Furthermore, a
couple would be denied adop-
tion rights if they had no source
of income or a solid financial
surely give it love and a good
home?
Those who contract surro-
gates create a huge financial re-
sponsibility (somewhere in the
vicinity of $40,000). "It is not
fair to assume that the couple
really does desire this child, and
to further assume the couple
will provide a strong parental
commitment to the child. This
is much safer for the child than
any adoption process could ever
stand what she is agreeing to
provide when she signs a surro-
gate contract. The bond be-
tween a mother and her child is
not so easily dissolved, they ar-
gue.
To this, I have simply this to
say. When two competent, ra-
tional adults enter into a con-
tractual agreement of any kind,
they are bound to it by law, un-
less either party can prove co-
ercion or extortion in a court of
law. Why is it that my counter-
parts feel a surrogate contract
should be treated differently?
The entire idea of a contract
is to "put on paper" the duties of
both parties involved, the com-
pensation factor, and any pre-
cautions which should be taken
in order to ensure fairness be-
tween the two parties.
If I decide to borrow money
from a bank, I must sign a con-
tract to ensure the bank that I
will pay them a certain amount
each month at a certain inter-
est rate.
If I borrow the money and
spend it, I cannot go back to the
bank at the end of the month
and tell them that 1 changed my
mind and am no longer adher-
ing to my part of the contract.
When this occurs, I will be sued,
and most certainly lose the
court battle. Why does anyone
feel it should be different with
surrogates?
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K. MICHAEL DERBY '96
"Less New England studies
and more truly American
studies classes."
ELIZABETH PFLUG '97
"Every student should be
required to be a certified
EMT — we could save a lot of
lives around here. Also, every
student should be required to
know how to get around the
internet."
CHRISTOPHER BONNY '96
"Less rote memorization —
more of an overall view of the
topic and how it relates to
everything else we study."
To the Editor:
Many people do not under-
stand the strategic positioning
of last Friday's 'Greek Fest.'
Started two years ago, it was a
way that the student body dem-
onstrated support of its Greek
system to the trustees, who were
on campus, by throwing an all-
Mather party.
But while 'Greekfest' was get-
ting started, a number of stu-
dents, faculty, administrators
and trustees were ending an
evening devoted to "Teaching:
Faculty Goals/Student Expec-
tations." Engineered by our new
passion for this school that is
hard pressed to manufacture or
duplicate.
Topics in my group ranged
from a language requirement, to
the role of technology in the
classroom, to issues concerning
first year students. But rather
than give a list of topics covered,
1 wish to let other students
know just how interested
people are in our lives and sug-
gest that we should be more in-
terested in our lives too.
Many of us feel that the ad-
ministration is too concerned
with prospective students and
alums and we, the current stu-
/ see Trinity more as a table of contents
which reveals how long each chapter is,
shows me which ones J may want to skip
and which ones I need to rewrite.
administration and our Dean of
Faculty, these dinners focused
on students and faculty speak-
ing honestly about teaching
and learning from various per-
spectives. The trustees ben-
efited from hearing these
conversations as well as offering
their own anecdotes about what
life was like when they were
here.
I would imagine that many
students have misconceptions
about what the trustees are ac-
tually like. Some are com-
pletely out of touch with
student life as we know it and
others have children who are
currently students at Trinity.
Many strive to understand stu-
dent culture and some just don't
care — they think we all drink
top much. But they all share a
dents, get lost in all this talk of
expansion, revenue and U.S.
Newsand World Report ratings.
Many of us involved on Fri-
day were given a chance to voice
our thoughts concerning our
expectations and our experi-
ences.
While I didn't see anyone tak-
ing notes on what was said, I
have a feeling there will be more
of these get-togethers in which
students and faculty engage in
epistemological discussions —
whether I stop on the Long
Walk to speak with the profes-
sor who was sitting next to me
or I am invited to one of these
dinners again.
While I think curricular is-
sues are important and should
always be questioned, I also feel
that we should focus our efforts
on what Is happening in the
classroom. When was the last
time you left a class and
thought to yourself, "Wow, this
is what I thought college would
be like?" If you can't remember,
why not? Why is this the ex-
ception and not the norm?
When was the last time you
went to a professor's office to
continue an interesting point
from class? Why was it so long
ago? Why don't more students
eatin Hamlin or more faculty in
Mather? (Do you even know
that students can transfer in
Hamlin and faculty can get into
Mather for free if accompanied
by a student?)
But on one level it is not about
dinners or lunches While I
think these dinners last Friday
were extremely important in
opening up communication
and setting a precedent, I also
think it is time for students to
take responsibility for their
• education and own that respon-
sibility as members of an aca-
demic institution. We should
continually be questioning our-
selves and the Phil's that stand
in front of us.
I overheard President Dobelle
state that he felt Trinity was a
prologue for life. While I do not
want to quote him out of con-
text, I do wish to be so bold as to
offer my own textual interpre-
tation.
I see Trinity more as a table of
contents which reveals how
long each chapter is, shows me
which ones I may want to skip
and which ones I need to re-
write. Now all I have to do is
find a publisher!
Sincerely,
Robyn Schiff man '97
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Community Expects Changes
Continued from page 1
Secretary of HUD, Michael
Stegman, commented, "HUD
has been committed to this idea
ever since Evan Dobelle first
presented it to Secretary
Cisneros. We see Trinity's col-
lege partnership as a model for
economic development in cities
across the country. We are com-
mitted to providing the full
• Montessori method in its ap-
proach to teaching; another is a
new Hartford middle school.
The third will be a middle/
high school resource center
which "enriches the curricu-
lum of the students rather than
replacing it," as noted by
Campanella.
Currently, five superinten-
dents are working on the pro-
Linda Campanella stated, "We became
involved because it was the right thing
to do. As an institution of privilege, we
have responsibilities to act as a
responsible citizen and an enduring
partner in the city."
level of support necessary to see
the project succeed."
A major component of the
initiative, the Allied Health and
Technology Center, will be a
hands-on laboratory with ex-
hibits and research and will be
accessible to Hartford residents.
The construction of new
homes, another element of the
plan, is cri tical to the citizens of
the city. This new housing will
provide low-rate mortgages and
will lead to future ownership.
The educational component in-
volves the creation of three new
schools with various types of
funding from the city, the state,
and the initiative. One will be a
city school that uses the
gram for this center. The par-
ticipation of CPTV will begin
the technological aspect of the
plan.
Programming for all area
schools and the Allied Health
and Technology Center and ac-
cess to the Internet and World
Wide Web at tlie Center will
advance both the youth of the
city, and the city itself, in the
fields of science and mathemat-
ics. Also, Southern New En-
gland Telephone (SNET) will
take part in the plan by install-
ing ISNET, thus providing ac-
cess to the information
superhighway.
Trinity College became inter-
ested in the campaign for im-
proving Hartford a few years
ago due to the fact that Trinity
is defined by its neighborhoods.
Due to misleading percep-
tions and the current competi-
tive market for students,
improving Hartford became
significant to the college. Linda
Campanella stated, "We became
involved because it was the
right thing to do. As an institu-
tion of privilege, we have re-
sponsibilities to act as a
responsible citizen and an en-
during partner in the city."
According to Hartford Mayor
Mike Peters, "For many years,
there was no relationship be-
tween Trinity College and the
city of Hartford. It began with
Tom Gerety [former Trinity Col-
lege President and current
Amherst College President] but
the fruition came with Evan
Dobelle. Finally, the gates are
open."
In his Inaugural Address,
President Dobelle alluded to the
initiative when he stated, "By
year's end Trinity will unveil a
specific plan with neither ba-
nality not condescension that
will offer, with the support of
the neighborhood and commu-
nity-based organizations..., an
opportunity to see once more
that we can rise on a tide of
hope." President Dobelle and
Trinity have upheld this prom-
ise much to the joy of Hartford's
citizens..
OTHER SCHOOLS
February Frosh Enter Colby
Following the winter vacation at Colby College, forty to fifty members of the freshmen
class of 1999 will arrive at the campus for the first time as matriculated students. These
students participated in a special program that was started by the Colby Admissions
Department in the 1980s. These young men and women are chosen by Admissions and are
given the opportunity to study abroad in Mexico, France, or England with other fellow
students. Due to unfavorable responses to the January orientation and adjustment process
of these students to the Colby atmosphere, administrators are attempting to improve the
program and its future by listening to the advice of past participants. This year, they are
including the Big Sib program, which pairs new students with upperclassmen, in order to
help them adjust. •
The Case of the Missing Slipper
In other news at Holy Cross, the sculpture "Ballet Shoes" by Enzo Plazzotta was
vandalized. The sculpture, as described by Michelle Belisle of The Crusader, is "an almost life
size bronze depicting a ballet dancer standing with her slippers hung around her neck," The
tip of the left slipper was broken off and stolen from the Dinand Library of the college.
Because the sculpture is a prized piece of art in the school and a gift from art collectors, Mr.
and Mrs. Cantor, the curator of the art gallery located in the library continues the search for
the piece so that the sculpture could be "put back together."
Football Coach Fired at Holy Cross
Due to Holy Cross' poor performance in its 1995 football season and its past three seasons,
a distressed administration and irate alumni strongly urged ending Peter Vaas' career as head
football coach of the Crusaders. The alumnus was fired on November 20,1995 for his overall
record of 14-30 with the team and for other "ambiguous" xeasons believed to be related to
money. The college hoped to replace him before.thebeginning of the new year.
Elders Speaks
At the University of Massachusetts, the former Surgeon General of the United States,
Jocelyn Elders, spoke to students from UMass, Mount Holyoke, and other nearby; campuses.
Her speech focused on the health care problems.within the United States as well as women's,
issues and education. In addition to that, Elders discussed her Resignation from the top
medical position in the government. Her concluding statements prompted one.woman to
say, "When the government asked you to resign, they were not representing me...Dr. Elders,
you represent me." . . • . . . . : • • ' . • " .
NEWS BRIEFS
Car Trouble Continues
The car problem on Summit Street has continued into
the new year. It has been made worse due to the snow,
reducing Summit Street to a one lane road. Students have
been asked to remove cars that are parked in this area.
Campus Safety would like to thank students, administrators
and faculty for their patience and cooperation in the
situation and hope that the warm weather will decrease
some of the problems brought on by excess snow.
Snapple Change Stolen
On January 5th at 1:24 PM, a Campus Safety officer
discovered a Snapple machine in the Cave that had
apparently been pried open. An undetermined amount of
change was taken from the machine.
Car CD Theft At Psi-U
Two vehicles were broken into near the Psi U house on
Vemon Street on January 10 between the hours of 2 and 8
AM. A CD player was taken from one, while a cassette radio
was taken from the other. A window was broken, but no
other damage was found.
$80 Taken From Smith
On January 14 at 7:30 PM, a student returned to Smith
dormitory and discovered that her wallet, which had been
left in her room, was missing $80. Three kids between the
ages of 9 and 13 were seen in the building earlier in the day.
The room had apparently been unlocked at the time of
entry.
Credit Card Thief Found
I art Thursday at 1:30 PM an employee in Wlillatns
reported a wallet stolen from her office. Credit cards and
cash were taken. Later in the day the credit cards were used
at a department store in the area. The following day a wallet
was reported stolen from another office in Williams. The
Citibank card from that wallet was used at the West Farms
Mall later that day. The Hartford Police are working with
Campus Safety on the case and have pinned down a suspect.
It is believed that this suspect stole both wallets on the same
day. The suspect was seen in Williams on Thursday, but
was believed to be an employee. The police are in the
process of confirming their suspicions and hope to make
an arrest in the next few days.
Crime Stats For 1995
/ •
Campus Safety has tallied the crime statistics for 1995.
The total number of crimes is 218, which is a 5% increase
over the 205 from 1994. The numbers break down to 0
homicides, 1 forcible intercourse, 0 other sex offenses, 2
robberies, 1 aggravated assault, 16 burglaries, 175 larceny/
thefts, 23 motor vehicle thefts and 0 arson. Campus Safety
believes the number of incidents is up a small percentage
from last year because of the unresolved thefts that have
occurred in recent months.
Tuition Increase...Again
At trustee meetings this weekend, a possible tuition
increase of 4.5% was proposed for next year. This is more
than twice the regular inflation, putting the cost of a Trinity
Education at over $29,000. With this increase, Trinity will
be ranked with the most expensive schools in the country.
Our rank, however, will not match that of the other costly
schools. In a Tripod interview in April, 1995, Dobelle stated,
"I want to see if we can have a zero tuition increase. If that's
not possible then I want to be as close as we can. I have no
interest in pricing our college out of the reach of the middle
class. " With all the money the college is raising for other
programs, students and parents hope that the additional
money coming in will reduce the chance of a tuition
increase. Next year, the college will find out if Dobelle sticks
to his plan for keeping costs down.
written and comptied by
Elizabeth Perry





In October 1994, a faculty
workshop was held to discuss
the future of the Interdiscipli-
nary Science Program (ISP).
Associate Professor of Math-
ematics, Paula Russo, has been
selected as Director of the Sci-
ence Alliance. The advisory
board is made up of the Chair
of each department. Russo ex-
plained that eventually she
would like to set up a student
The Trinity College Science Alliance, a
five-year pilot program, was developed
to bring together the host of science
activities sponsored by a variety of
departments and clubs.
Concerns about students' in-
volvement in the sciences led
faculty and students to consider
the idea of creating a larger pro-
gram that would organize and
promote the sciences at Trinity.
The Trinity College Science
Alliance, a five-year pilot pro-
gram, was developed to bring
together a host of science activi-
ties sponsored by a variety of
departments and clubs. Its
goals, according to Henry
DePhillips, Jr. in a newsletter to
the college community, are "to
promote and publicize science
activities and initiatives at the
College, and to help create a co-
hesive science community at
Trinity and in the Hartford re-
gion."
advisory board.
When asked to explain the
need for such an organization,
Russo described the array of sci-
ence events in the past as "bits
and pieces" which may or may
not have been widely publi-
cized. For example, the science
departments rotated responsi-
bility for the Science Sympo-
sium, held annually in the
spring.
The Mentor Program, which
matched first year prospective
science students with declared
science majors, was organized
by Women in Science. Whether
other events were sponsored
and how widely they were ad-
vertised was due to motivation
of separate groups.
Students return to campus for the spring semester. With the end of
registration today, the new schedule goes Into effect. Here Scott Blaire
'98 gets into the swing of things with a Mather meal.
MATTHEW PRINCE
In his announcement to the
Trinity community, DePhillips
noted that although Trinity of-
fers an "excellent curriculum," a
program is necessary to "tie
them together so that they will
be noticed."
Some students may not be in-
formed of several of the current
options in the sciences at Trin-
ity. Russo noted that the Science
Commons in Clement 107 has
been available for student use,
but that they would like to
make more students aware of
this.
All science students may re-
quest to be given access to this
room. In addition, student
groups can reserve the Science
Commons for meetings or
speakers.
Russo suggested that the Sci-
ence Alliance could assume re-
sponsibility for most of the
current science events as well as
provide new opportunities.
One possibility for the future is
creation of a science tutoring
program such as the Writing
Center or the tutoring available
in the mathematics depart-
ment.
Another goal is one to expand
the number of internships and
research assistantships avail-
able in Hartford to include more
business and industry. They are
working on establishing con-
nections with the Science Mu-
seum of Connecticut.
The science departments at
Trinity are enthusiastic about
the establishment of the Science
Alliance. It is an important step
in emphasizing the variety of
opportunities Trinity has to of-
fer.
Capital Campaign Reaches Half Way Mark
SHARA ABRAHAM
helm, rounded out its New En-
gland segment this past Fall
Amid the Blizzard of the Cen-
tury, the Trinity College Capital
Campaign remained on track.
Since the official kickoff two
and a half years ago, the Capi-
tal Campaign reached its chro-
nological halfway mark and
surpassed the targeted goal of
$50 million by December of
1995. To date, the Capital Cam-
paign has raised over $51 mil-
lion.
Commenting on the success
of the Campaign thus far,
Trustee and Chair of the An-
nual Fund Donald L. McLagan
'64 commented, "It was a good
year for the fund, but the in-
crease in participation is par-
ticularly important. It means
that Trinity people are respond-
ing to meet the challenges the
college faces."
The regional campaign, with
Trustee Carrie Pelzel 74 at the
The regional campaign is cur-
rently in Philadelphia, en route
to its destination for next Fall,:
New York City. The regional
Campus Campaign will allow
ti.on of trie college to contn bute
donations to a designated
project of the Capital Cam-
paign.
According to Linda Pettit,
To date, the scholarships and fi- mented that "bricks and mor-
"The increase in participation is
particularly important. It means that
Trinity people are responding to meet the
challenges the college faces."
-Don L. McLagan '64
component of the Capital Cam-
paign is an attempt to attract
donations in cities where there
are large concentrations of Trin-
ity alumni.
In an effort to increase cam-
paign participation on campus,
a Campus Campaign will be
initiated this Spring. The set
dates for the kickof f s are Febru-
ary 22nd and 26th. Also known
as "Investing in Ourselves," the
Vice President of Development
and member of the Campaign
, Steering Committee, the Cam-
pus Campaign is designed in
such a way that "people can
choose how they want to donate
their money."
Some of the priority projects
of the Campaign are scholar-
ships and financial aid, build-
ing projects, community
projects and the Annual Fund.
me most contributionsih"e" most" contributi ", fol-
lowed by donations to the fac-
ulty chair project. The third
highest amount of donations
has been to the unrestricted
fund, which allows the school to
direct the money where it is
needed most. For instance, a
significant portion of unre-
stricted funds is logically
placed in the building project,
which, compared to financial
aid and faculty chair, has lagged
behind in donations.
Oddly enough, the "in visible"
projects, specifically financial
aid and faculty chairs, have re-
ceived more money than what
Pettit referred to as "bricks and
mortar" projects such as Austin
Arts Center, the Mather Quad
and the library. Pettit corn-
contributor to literally see the
works in progress. However,
Pettit also noted that "invisible"
projects such as financial aid are
attractive to a donor because
they allow an individual to help
a student who is known person-
ally via financial contributions
to the financial aid/scholarship
project.
As the campaign rounds out
its halfway mark, the future
looks bright. Those involved in
the campaign are optimistic
about the direction Trinity is
taking and look to reach the end
goal of $ 100 million by June 30
of 1998. Given the campaign's
success thus far, $ 58 million for
June 30 of 1996 is a feasible goal
and certainly well within reach.
Linda Pettit, Vice Presidsnt of Development and membsr of the Campaign
Steering Committee, has had huge part in the Capital Campaign Project
FILE PHOTO
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Heublein Grant Offers New Resources To TCN
continued from page 1
She is extremely excited about the cen-
ter and the work it is doing. Her constitu-
ents have a great deal of energy for the
project. Furthermore, Kennelly feels the
grant, combined with Dobelle's efforts
on another neighborhood project, will
help to lift Hartford out of its current
situation and put the city "at the cutting
edge of the future."
Mary Lou Crane, director of the New
England branch of HUD was the fourth
speaker. She mentioned that the TCN
grant is the first of many that HUD plans
to give to Trinity, as the money allows
Trinity to take an active role in the neigh-
borhoods. Crane feels that Hartford is a
city made up of neighborhoods, some
more in need than others. Her depart-
ment wants to provide the help those
neighborhoods need to improve and to
create a community in which people
will want to live.
Maria Simao, the project manager, de-
scribed some of the upcoming projects
for the Center, which would involve
HART, ONE/CHANE, AHOP and CANB.
In addition, a program has been set up
which will allow Trinity students to do
internships at TCN if they have an in-
terest in the community issues the cen-
ter addresses.
Eddie Perez, the project director, dis-
cussed how the grant would help the
community. Heublein recently moved to
Hartford, a symbol of it's dedication to
Hartford's improvement. The Center
wishes to develop "agendas" for each
neighborhood, including Frog Hollow,
Asylum Hill, Clay-Arsenal and the
Northeast neighborhoods of Hartford.
Following the discussion of the goals
of the center, Gene Scialdone, Heublein's
director of communications, expressed
his excitement about the grant.
Heublein is proud that it can provide the
tools to help the neighborhood gfow.
Scialdone commented on how
Heublein's support of the program "re-
flects their strong endorsement of the
Trinity Administration's new approach
to the community."
Finally, President Dobelle closed the
ceremony with a few statements about
his hopes for the program. Dobelle
claimed that Trinity will not allow con-
descension for and in the neighborhoods.
The president wants to promote a com-
munity in which people want to stay to
see the neighborhood through improve-
ment and regrowth.
A great deal of excitement and energy
exists for the programs that are being
implemented in the neighborhood. Trin-
ity will play a huge part in the growth of
these programs. In the next two years,
faculty, administrators and student in-
terns will work with community orga-
nizations to conduct research, provide
resources and create agenda's for the sur-
rounding neighborhoods in an attempt
to improve the community and the over-
all quality of life in Hartford.
Left to right: Maria Simao, Project Manager of Trinity Center for Neighborhoods, Eddie Perez,
Director of Community Relations, President Dobelle, Mayor Mike Peters, Congresswoman
^ ? t J ^ fairs ^Governor's office, Gene
e Heublein Inc. These leaders celebrated theSciaWoneTD^^crorofCwTirriunications
Heublein grant of $100,000 and the positive impact that it will have on the community.
PUBLIC RELATIONS PHOTO
Write For The Tripod
The Tripod is looking for
anyone who is interested
in writing, copy editing,
taking photographs, or
just generally learning
about how a newspaper is
put together.
Our meetings are on
Tuesdays at 8 PM in the base-
ment of Jackson dormitory
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Trustees & Students Discuss Drinking Habits
continued from page 1
One trustee asked how large "Gotham
City" was, to which Nardelli replied that
the capacity is 1260 people.
The trustees speculated that the num-
ber of students in attendance was in-
flated. However even if the numbers
were closer to 500, it was still significant
number of Trinity students. President
Evan Dobelle said, "That is still more
than 100% of the people who are legal."
This information raised many con-
cerns for the committee's members. One
trustee asked for a precise statement of
Trinity's liability in this sort of matter.
Dean of Students David Winer said, "In
general the College is not liable for indi-
vidual action apart from campus."
The trustees asked the students for rea-
sons why the number of students trav-
eling off campus had risen so
Hamlin and the Washington Room.
However, should students simply de-
sire a selective and intimate party, the
cost of these rooms is not justifiable. Par-
Dobelle said, "I'm not sure if I am against late nights,"
though he admitted that he wanted a precise statement
of the liability for the College.
significantly. Two reasons were given.
One was that the strengthened alcohol
policy had forced parties outside of in-
dividuals'rooms. But the addition of the
crackdown on late nights and fraternity
parties had forced the parties out of the
fraternity houses and into rooms like
ties require the presence of either a Cam-
pus Safety officer (approximately $100)
or if none are available, a Hartford Police
officer (approximately $200). Then,
with the added costs of food and spirits,
the party has become excessively expen-
sive.
not his usual self.
You suspect the
So you call Dr. Nusblatt, your family vet back home.
The call iS cheap.
CToo bad about t\\e consultation fee.)
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And thus, the students reasoned, stu-
dents are more content to go to bars for
socialization and drinks. Due to the late
night ban and the fact that Thursday is
"Trinity Night" at The Gotham Lounge,
more students travel out to bars.
Phillip "Tiger" Reardon '96 said,
"Gotham is essentially what Thursday
night at a fraternity was."
Other students confirmed that drink-
ing was an integral part of weekend so-
cializing. Though Student Activities has
created a variety of alternative weekend
activities, they do not attract the same
numbers as the bars. Trustee Paul
Cataldo said, "Thursday night is what
bothers me. We're going to have one hell
of a mess."
Swenson closed the meeting by asking
students what they thought might help
remedy the situation. Nardelli boldly
offered that the answer lay in repealing
the ban of alcohol in freshmen dormito-
ries.
This idea was quickly rejected by
many of the students present including
the mentors, Resident Assistants and the
freshman who all live in freshmen dor-
mitories.
Other ideas that students proposed
included allowing fraternities more lee-
way in throwing parties and lifting their
ban on late nights;
President Dobelle, silent through most
of the forum, seized the last five minutes
to comment. He expressed regret that
these issues have taken a back seat to the
issues regarding the neighborhood and
improving admissions.
However Dobelle pledged to the trust-
ees that the issue of off campus drink-
ing would have his full attention. He
stated that he was impressed by all the
arguments and said, "I can't really dis-
agree with anything that anyone's said
here." ' :
Dobellegggggg
that he wanted a precise statement of the
liability for the College. Dobelle said that
he would work with Campus Safety, the
Dean of Students' office and students to
resolve the matter.
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Actually, the Trustees weren't nearly as bor-
ing as Greek Fest In years past, members of The
Board have paid as much as $100 to attend the
event The first year it was thrown They were even
seen loading kegs into an elevator so Trinity stu-
dents wouldn't be without their beer. But this year
They only stuck around long enough to make it
clear They weren't planning to stay. They didn't
miss much. Unit, the band that played in the Wash-
ington Room, drove most of the party-goers down-
stairs with their interesting mix of blues and rap.
Even so, the Cave felt painfully empty — hardly
the 1,300 who attended the event just 2 years ago.
Most of Trinity seemed to have headed home for
[the weekend — already sick of the social Life after
it 5 days back on campus.
The Twist
One place that wasn't empty was Gotham
Lounge. Reportedly 750 fun-filled Trinity students
over one-third of the school—packed the place
Thursday night Around Trinity would like to sug-
gest that if The Trustees want to make some money
fast (and prevent students from driving home
drunk from Gotham) They open a competing club
somewhere on campus. Promotional ideas like
"Waltz Wednesday" and "Scotch on the Rocks - $3
Special" should, however, be avoided.
The War
Around Trinity would like to remind students
that sledding is a dangerous sport Just this last
•vteek'&n RA was leading a dorm trip to the chapel
hjfll £or some good, wholesome fun. While sliding!
the h.\\\ — giddy as a school-gitl' ~- 'T
slammed into a metal post. TCERT was called and
quickly attended to the fallen RA who had hurt her
finger. AT would like to remind Buildings and
Grounds that putting metal posts in the path of the
sled hill is not, in any way, funny. If B&G's "hu-
mor" continues, AT suggests anti-tank mines
placed in the path of the snow removal vehicles.
The gauntlet is down — we've drawn a line in the
snow.
The Homecooked Machine
The new computer card catalogue system in
the library is up and running. Around Trinity was
happy with the old computer system and hasn't
seen any change but for the slower since last year.
There is, however, one benefit to the new system.
The designers have, reportedly, hidden recipes for
various dishes in the database. Try looking up the
one for the applecrisps — quite delicious.
Deconstructing Defecation
The Saturday night before most of the student
body returned to campus, an unknown group of
'comtemporary artists' discovered a new medium:
bathroom stalls. The unnamed artists contested the
'accepted' standards for private disposal of waste
by deconstructing the stalls themselves in New
Dorm. The culmination of the work remained in
three naked toilet bowls—white lilies that magi-
cally remove the nasty from our pure lives. Around
Trinity applauds the artists' efforts, and is amazed
the extent to which some people will go to fulfill
their general distribution requirements. Who
knows, perhaps we can expect a new interdiscipli-
nary minor.
The Future
And for those of you searching for your trusted
friend Trinity Public Access on the computer net-
work, you won't find it. Around Trinity has learned
that after ge t ting complaints from faculty and staff
that the number of student users was slowing down
other machines on campus, the cybercops over in
MCEC have pulled the plug. No word if it will ever
return, but it does offer a grim look at the future
ahead on the Information Superhighway.
LECTURES
Tuesjan23 4:30 PM
"Law, Law, What Law? Why Western Scholars of Chi-
nese History and Society Have Not Had More To Say About
Its Law." This is the 1995-96 Mead Lecture being presented
by William E Allord of Harvard University in McCook
Auditorium. For more information, call 297-2397.
Mon,Jan29 7:00 PM
Sean Sasser, from MTV's "The Real World" will lecture
on AIDS awareness in the Washington Room. Sasseur, 26,
is a gay African-American who was diagnosed HIV-posi-
tive eight years ago. Since then, he has lectured across the
country. He is the public policy coordinator for Health
Initiatives for Youth, based in San Francisco. He works
with various lobbying groups to increase AIDS funding.
Wed, Jan 31 8:00 PM
"Renewing American Compassion." A lecture by
Marvin N. Olasky, published author and a professor at the
University of Texas. This presentation will take place in
the Washington Room in Mather Hall. For more informa-
tion, call 297-2562.
Sun,Feb4 2:00 PM
Laurie Sloan, Associate Professor at the University of
Connecticut's Department of Art and Art History will
present a gallery talk in conjunction with the exhibition,
"Printmaking In America: Collaborative Prints and Presses,
1960-1990," on view through April 6. This will occur in
the William Benton Museum of Art. For more informa-
tion, call (860) 486-4520.
Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, January 24




For more Chapel information, call the
Chaplain's office at 297-2012.
Thurs-Sun, Jan 25-28
Trinity College's Department of Music presents four
different shows in this annual student "black box" pro-
duction, directed by Gerald Moshell and choreographed
by Julia Strong. Shows to be presented include: Stephen
Sondheim's latest musical, Passion, set in 19th century
Italy; Stop The World I Want To Get Off, a musical-com-
edy by Anthony Newley; archy & mehitabel by George
Kleinsinger, Joe Darion, and Mel Brooks; and a double bill
of provocative works by Kurt Weill and Bertolt Brecht
entitled Mahagonny Songspiel and The Yes-Sayer. All per-
formances will take place in Garmany Hall of the Aus-
tin Arts Center and times will vary. Prices are $8.00 for
general public, $5.00 for discount tickets, and Trinity stu-
dents are admitted for free with a Trinity ID. card. To
reserve tickets or for more information, call the Austin
Arts Center Box Office at 297-2001.
Thurs-Fri, Jan 25-26 8:00 PM
The Hartford Symphony Orchestra presents as part of
its Classical Conversations Series, "Roman-ticism - The
Artist as Hero: Berlioz, Delacroix and the Age of Passion,"
at the Bushnell. The presentation features Michael
Lankester, conductor and narrator; Patrick McCaughey,
guest narrator; and the Hartford Chorale under the mu-
sical direction of Henley Denmead. Ticket prices range
from $14.00 to $41.00. Call the Bushnell Box Office at
(860) 246-6807 or the Hartford Symphony Orchestra
Ticket Services at (860) 244-2999.
Fri,Jan26
TheaterWorks announces the opening of John
Leguizamo's awaited Mambo Mouth. The show stars
Ricardo Ibarra-Rivera, a veteran of Santa Fe Stages and
is under the direction of Steve Campo. Performances are
in the Hutensky Theater, 233 Pearl Street in dowtown
Hartford. Times are Wednesdays through Saturdays at
8:00 PM and Sundays at 2:30 PM. Ticket prices vary. For
more information, call TheaterWorks at 527-7838.
Fri, Jan 26 9:30 AM/ll:00AM
The Hartford Symphony Orchestra presents as part of
its Discovery Concert Series, "It Was a Dark and Stormy
1»l$!gfottv,'tin,jt,he,Pu^hnell, The, HSQ will perforiji \yorks
inspired by great literature, including Rossini, Wagner,
and Tchaikovsky. For ticket and other information, call
Laurie Allen at (860) 246-8742.
• - - • • • — " • - • ' • • " • ' — ' ' • • •
CINESTUDIO
Seven(R) Wed - Sat 7:30 PM
(1995) Director: David Fincher. Screenplay by Andrew Kevin Walker; Cast Brad Pitt, Morgan Freeman, G wyneth Paltrow,
Kevin Spacey, Richard Roundtree. The most frightening hunt for a murderer since Silence o/the Lambs, Seven stars Mor-
gan Freeman and Brad Pitt as mismatched detectives who meet at the scene of a grisly murder. Together, they try to track
down a vicious killer who seems to be intent on teaching the residents of their (unnamed) city of sin a twisted lesson in
morals. From the moment the film begins, with the hypnotizing music of Nine Inch Nails, Seven takes off into a wild
and unsettling journey into our dark side, all with a stunning visual backdrop of post-industrial grunge. 125 min.
Mallrats(R) Fri - Sat 10:05 PM
(1995) Written and directed by Kevin Smith. Cast: Shannen Doherty, Jeremy London, Jason Lee, Claire Forlani. What
do two slackers hooked on Marvel comics do when their girlfriends turn them, down? If you're in a film by Kevin Smith
(Clerks), you head to the nearest mall to cause trouble, get freebies from the food court and most importantly, just hang
out. Of course, when they realize that a game show called Truth orDate is taping at the mall, it becomes their holy quest
to disrupt the proceedings. A mini-masterpiece of free-flowing dialogue and deadpan humor, starring pro skateboarder
Jason Lee, Bad Girl Shannen Doherty, and the director himself in a small but unforgettable role as "Silent Bob." 108 min.
Persuasion (PG) Sun 2:30 PM; Sun - Tue 7:30 PM
(Britain, 1995) Director: Roger Mitchell. Screenplay by Nick Dear, based on the novel by Jane Austen. Cast: Amanda
Root, Ciaran Hinds, Susan Fleetwood, Corin Redgrave. An intelligent and romantic adaptation of Jane Austen's novel
that feels remarkably relevant, while carefully retaining its 19th century manners. Its main character is an overlooked
middle sister in a struggle for identity and love. Her unrequited romantic yearnings are renewed when the penniless
suitor she was forced to reject makes a return, this time with a fortune. Amanda Root, the reigning star of Britain's Royal
Shakespeare Company, gives an exquisite performance as the shy 27-year-old so-called "spinster." The film's magnifi-
cent photography of the verdant English countryside brings a whole new level of pleasure to seeing Persuasion on the
big screen. 103 min.
Mighty Aphrodite (R) Wed - Sat 7:30 PM
(1995) Written and directed by Woody Allen. Cinematography by Carlo DiPalma. Cast; Woody Allen, Mira Sorvino,
Helena Bonham Carter, F. Murray Abraham.: Woody Allen remains one of the few directors still making personal films
outside Hollywood, and his new comedy is an untampered-withjoy Allen plays an older (if not wiser) version of his
urban persona, who is fixated on finding the birth mother of his lovable adopted son. He learns that she's a call girl, and,
in spite of a reappearing Greek chorus chanting, "Lenny, don't be a schmuck!" he gets involved in her life. Allen, often
called an actor's director, got a great performance from Mira Sorvino as the somehow naive call girl with a bracingly
filthy vocabulary. 93 min.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Wed, Jan 24
The William Benton Museum of Art at the Univer-
sity of Connecticut is proud to announce the opening of
"Printmaking in America: Collaborative Prints and
Presses, 1960-1990." This exhibition, which previously
was viewed at Northwestern University's Block Gallery,
explores the phenomenon of printmaking fromthree
angles: the collaborative nature of modern American
printmaking, the artists and printshops who produced
the works, and the cultural and commercial environ-
ment in which printmaking thrived. The exhibit will
run through April 6 and can be seen Monday through
Friday from 10 AM to 4:30 PM and weekends from 1 to
4:30 PM. Admission is free. For more information, call
(860) 486-4520.
Thurs,Jan25 4:30 PM
The Trinity College Department of Fine Arts presents
Assistant Professor Patricia Tillman's exhibition of
sculpture playing on the key concepts of life, death, at-
tachment, and separation in the Widner Gallery of the
Austin Arts Center. After opening, the exhibition will
run through Sunday, March 10. Display hours are Mon-
day through Friday, 12:30-5:30 PM and Saturday and Sun-
day, 1:00-5:00 PM. Admission is free.
Fri, Feb 9 7:30 PM
Farmington Valley Arts Center announces the open-
ing of an exhibit which will celebrate the "centered"
works by members of the Connecticut Potters Coopera-
tive Association. The exhibit will run through March
17. Gallery hours are Wednesdays through Saturdays, 11
to 5 PM and Sundays, 12 to 4 PM. Also, sporadically
throughout the exhibit, various artists will make appear-
ances, perform demonstrations, and lecture the general
public on their works. For more information, call the arts
center at (860) 678-1867.
Sat, Feb 17 1:00 PM
Lois Eldridge will be appearing at the Farmington
Valley Arts Center in conjunction with the series of ex-
hibitions on the Connecticut Potters Cooperative Asso-
ciation. Eldridge will perform a demonstration and be




32 separate companies, utilities, and government or-
ganizations are sponsoring the 1996 Hydro Power Con-
test. Students are being challenged to construct a device
that converts the gravity potential of water into me-
chanical power. Competitors can either design a device
producing maximum power or maximum efficiency.
Last year, students took home over $15,000 in cash and
prizes. Toenter, must purchase a turbine kit for $15. Call
Carl Vansant at (816) 931-1311 to purchase this kit.
Country Dance Lesson
On Fridayjanuary 26, Hartford Country Dance pre-
sents "Contra Dance," from 8 to 11 PM at the First Church
of Christ, 12 South Main Street, West Hartford. To re-
ceive the lesson, arrive at 7:30. Admission is $8 (first time
beginners and students with ID are admitted for $4).
Music by Swallowtail. For information, call (860) 231-
Golden Boy Of American Dance
On Saturdayjanuary 27 at 8:00 PM, thejorgensen Au-
ditorium will present the nationally reknowned Parsons
Dance Company will present "The Golden Boy Of
American Dance." The program consists of a repertoire
of 29 pieces, nine of which have commissioned scores.
Tickets are $14, $12, and $10 with discounts available to
students and senior citizens. They can be purchased
through the Jorgensen Auditorium box office or by
phone, Monday through Friday, 10 AM to 6 PM and Sat-
urday, 10 AM to 1 PM. For more information, call 486-
4226.
Book Presentation at Trinity
Mally Cox-Chapman, a graduate of Yale University,
journalist, and Connecticut resident will present her re-
cently published book, "The Case For Heaven: Near-
Death Experiences as Evidence of the Afterlife," at the
Gallows Hill Bookstore. The talk by the author and the
reception following is being co-sponsored by the Cam-
pus Chaplaincies, the Newman Club, Hillel, and the
Gallows Hill Bookstore. Cox-Chapman will be intro-














John Entwhistle of The
Who performs at Tuxedo
Junction, 2 Ives Street,
Danbury. Ticket prices are
$13.00 in advance, $15.00
at the door. Call (203) 748-
2561.
"The Blues Brothers" will
be presented in the Cave.
Kentucky Fried Chicken
and dry white toast will
also be served with the
"The Program" will be
shown in McCook Audito
rium.
The Bistro will once again
host Trinity's four a capella
groups. Performance
times for the groups will
vary and will be an-
nounced through student
activities.
Hartford Whalers vs. the
New Jersey Devils. Join
your fellow hockey fans at
the civic center. Tickets
available through student
activities.
Come watch "The Best Of
Times" in McCook Audito
rium.
Dance the night away at
this year's "Bantam Ball* in
the Washington Room.
Join your fellowfans of the
gridiron to watch the
Pittsburgh Steelers vs. the
Dallas Cowboys in
Superbowl XXX on the big
screen in the Cave. Then,
stay to watch "Friends"
immediately following the
garnt:. . , , ..., .,;...,.:...
Now PLAYING
E l m Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 adults; $2.75 matinees before 6:00 PM
For schedule information, call 232-2820
All times are valid through Thursday, January 25
The American President (PG-13) 7:00 PM, 9:30 PM
Nixon (R) 7:30 PM
Showcase C i n e m a - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Prices: $5.50 general admission; $3.50 senior citizens and children
For schedule information, call 666-1401
All times are valid through Thursday, January 25
Sabrina (PG) 7:00 PM, 9:20 PM
The American President (PG -13) 7:20 PM, 9:30 PM
Cry the Beloved Country (PG -13) 7:10 PM, 9:25 PM
Showcase Cinema-936 Silver Lane
Prices: $7.00 general admission; $4.25 matinees before 6:00 PM
For schedule information, call 568-8810
All times are valid through Thursday, January 25
Waiting To Exhale (R) 1:25 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:15 AM
Two If By Sea (R) 12:30 PM, 2:40 PM, 5:20 PM, 7::50 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:20 AM
Twelve Monkeys (R) 1:00 PM, 3:50 PM, 7:15 PM,. 9:55 PM, 12:25 AM
Toy Story (G) 12:55 PM, 2:50 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:20 PM
Tom And Huck (PG) 12:45 PM, 2:55 PM, 4:55 PM
Lawnmower Man 2 (PG -13) 11:25 PM
Jumanji (PG) 12:35 PM, 2:35 PM, 4:40 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:30 PM, 11:50 PM
Heat (R) 1:05 PM, 4:35 PM, 8:00 PM, 11:15 PM
Grumpier Old Men (PG -13) 12:15 PM, 2:25 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:40 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:00 AM
Father Of The Bride 2 (PG) 12:10 PM, 2:30 PM, 4:50 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:40 PM, 12:05 AM
Eye For An Eye (R) 12:45 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:35 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:20 AM
Dusk Till Dawn (R) 12:00 PM, 2:30 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:30 PM, 8:00 PM, 10:00 PM, 10:25 PM, 12:20 AM
Dunston Checks In (PG) 12:25 PM, 2:20 PM, 4:10 PM, 6:00 PM
Don't Be A Menace (R) 12-30 PM, 2:40 PM, 4:50 PM, 7:30 PM, 7:55 PM, 9:35 PM, 10:05 PM, 11:35 PM, 11:55 PM








Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Panama
City, Daytona, Padre
** Great low, low prices
** Free Trip on only 15 sales
Call For a FREE information packet!
Sun Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710
SPRING BREAK IN
CANCUN & NASSAU
FROM JUST $299, NOT INCLUDING
GOV. TAXES
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Near-Death Experience
Coming To Gal lows Hill
BY DANA PROTECT
Business Manager
Mally Cox-Chapman, author of re-
cently published book "The Case For
Heaven: NearsDe^th'EjcpeTiences as
'Evidence of theAf terlife" wilipresent
:a bbok; talk at tMGallpws Hill Book
Store onluesday; January 3(3ch at 4:30;
PM; A: Graduate of %le University,
journalist and Connecticut state resi^
dent, Ms. Cox-Chapman provides; a:
comprehensive view of the phenom-
enon:; of death and wfiat it: suggests
about the nature of: Heaven ̂ through:;
million Americans who have near-
death experienees, a reported 98%
claim afterwards to feel an unshakable
belief in tlie existence of an afterlife, an
incredible1 :fearlessneSs; of: Heath,; aiid ̂ .
spirltijal growth Base^ on her researchii
•m^
dqws into;:tb:&;aft^riife; aft^lfee/elosBI
varying j a c e . ^ g
grounds-who:-have"near-death::expgri--;;
e n e e s . . : ; . ' ; ' . ••'-;•• • . : • ' . • : ' : ^ i - - ' " • . • ^ - • - • • ' \ : ; ' : ° t ; \
Ms.C
the eigh|?
'Strange Days' & 'Carrington'
Bring Full House To Cinestudio
BY KAREN WALTER
Arts Editor
The Kathryn Bigelow movie "Strange
Days", starring Ralph Fiennes and An-
gela Bassett, drew a good crowd at
Cinestudio Friday night.
The plot focuses on the future, a few
hours before the year 2000, with Fiennes
In his role as "the magic man", as he de-
a predictable finish, "Strange Days" is
anything but boring; it's almost like one
of those discs Fiennes carries around
with him for the duration of the film.
Better than virtual— like actually being
there, and experiencing it yourself.
"Carrington" is a different type of
movie. The theater was packed for this
story of an unconventional English
painter who calls herself by her last
name and,,the, many, m,an,y men she
an experience from someone eise's life di-
rectly into the brain of the person wear-
ing the headset— not virtual reality, but
better.
Fiennes gets involved in a twisted se-
ries of murders. With the world of 1999
Los Angeles a war-zone,he has theLAPD
trying to blow up his car, a record com-
pany mogul (the same one who stole his
old girlfriend, who is played by a weird
Out of the several who seem to be be-
witched by her, though, she loves one
beyond anything else. His name is Lytton
Strachey; he wasthe British writer who
said, famously, "God d—, blast, confound
and f — the upper classes," and "If this is
death, I don't think much of it."
He was clever at coining phrases and
making jokes of high society. He was also,
homosexual, which somewhat frus-
"Strange Days" evokes an almost physical chaos...
Carrington is very funny; it is not what you might
expect from an English period piece.
Juliette Lewis) sending goons after him
to beat him u p - "Please, not the eyes," he
begs— and another ex-girlfriend trying
to help, he attempts to find out why
people are dying.
Fiennes1 name is Nero, and the girl he
is trying to save is called Faith, a kind of
obvious bit of symbolism that goes un-
noticed in this bigger-than-life film. If
you have ever seen "The Doors", magnify
the power of that movie to distort your
imagination by about a hundred and you
can get an idea of the almost physical
chaos "Strange Days" evokes.
In the course of his investigation, Nero,
an ex-cop, asks his friend Max for help.
As Faith's bodyguard and a private de-
tective, Max works for the record com-
pany president whom Nero hates. Nero
believes Faith's boyfriend is the killer,
but in a surprise plot twist, the killer
leaves Nero a disc of what looks like an-
other murder only turns out to be his
way of revealing himself to Nero.
In the meantime, the world outside is
about to explode into a riot, with the
frenzied atmosphere of New Year's Eve
at its height: the party of the century.
Fiennes must make a decision that will
determine the course of the coming years
for good or bad.
In the end, naturally, Nero defeats the
killer's plan and kisses the woman he
decides he really loves. Still, despite such
trates Carrington's desire to marry him,
although they do enjoy each other's com-
pany well enough to live together in the
country.
The movie is very funny; its humor,
though dry, seems less pretentious than
what you might expect from an English
period piece. It deals frankly with
Carrington's complicated sex life, and
seems at times to border on the hysteri-
cal— her life is filled with irrational lov-
ers, strange relationships and frequent
changes of heart.
However, it becomes clear that the
story of her life is anything but a com-
edy when Lytton, who is decades older
than her, sickens. Before he dies, he re-
veals that "I always loved Carrington,
and I always wanted to marry her. But I
never did." His death sends her over the
edge; though her husband prevents her
first attempt at suicide, she sends him
away, convincing him she will be alright,
and then shoots herself.
It is characteristic of her that before
she kills herself, she sends a gift to an old
friend she hurt in the past, in hopes of
reconciling; and that she burns all of
Lytton's things, and throws away all of
her paints. It also seemed like her that
she forgets to take the safety off the shot-
gun, so she pulls the trigger and nothing






Influential sixties underground rock-
ers, the Velvet Underground, have been
in the news a lot lately. With the recent
release of a definitive box set of five CDs
worth of outtakes, remixes and live ver-
sions of familiar songs, the death this fall
of guitarist Sterling Morrison of cancer,
and their induction into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame this past Wednesday,
the short-lived but unique band may fi-
nally be getting its popular as well as
critical due.
Though they never achieved main-
stream success, the Velvets produced—
between songwriters Lou Reed and viola
player John Cale, who later left the
band— such cult classics as "Sweet Jane",
which Reed performed along with mem-
bers of Soul Asylum at the opening of the
Hall of Fame in Cleveland, and "Heroin",
featured in Oliver Stone's movie "The
Doors".
"Femme Fatale" has been recorded by
R.E.M. and the English pop quartet Big
Star, among others. The Velvets are cred-
ited by some of today's biggest groups as
major influences on songwriting and
performance style. R.E.M.'s Michael Stipe
has borrowed the use of sexual ambigu-
ity and mystery from Lou Reed, the Vel-
vet Underground's singer and lead
guitarist.
Reed himself may be best known
among mainstream audiences as the guy
seem to play in unison. "Do try to start
with me," Reed says to Cale in exaspera-
tion, only to forget his lyrics halfway
through the second take and shout
curses into the microphone. The full-
length version of "Sweet Jane" will sur-
prise most people. And among the "new"
tracks is a song about "Margarita and
Tom" which can be recognized as an
early version of "Tarbelly and
Featherfoot", a track Reed recently con-
tributed to "Sweet Relief: A Benefit for
Victoria Williams".
Besides the candid moments, there are
live versions of such acknowledged clas-
sics as "Femme Fatale" and "I'll Be Your
Mirror", this time sung by Reed himself
instead of by Nico, who usually per-
formed the song but had left the band
by the time of the live recording.
The difference between the vocals in
the box set, which are varied— for ex-
ample, Reed sings the first few takes of
"All Tomorrow's Parties" with Cale add-
ing harmonies— and the Velvet's finished
albums is striking. The box set shows the
experimentation and revision many of
the songs progressed through before they
became official releases. The transforma-
tion is revealing not only in terms of the
Velvets' music but also in terms of the
artistic process songwriters go through
in general.
The Velvets' music focused around the
New York lifestyle, with dark images of
cynicism and redemption in the city.
Reed, who grew up in Brooklyn and
Long Island and attended Syracuse Uni-
The Velvets are credited by some of today's biggest
groups as major influences on songwriting and
performance style. < -, ,,
who wrote and sang the original version
of "Walk on the Wild Side," early in his
solo career. During the seventies he was
the close friend of the late Village Voice
rock critic Lester Bangs. In 1992, follow-
ing the loss of two close friends to can-
cer, Reed released a critically acclaimed
solo album titled "Magic and Loss."
The original lineup of the group fea-
tured Reed and Morrison on guitar and
Maureen Tucker on drums, and the un-
usual female singer Nico, with Cale's
electric viola adding an element of chaos
over the top of the music. The Velvet
Underground reached its artistic peak in
1968 with the release of their third LP,
"The Velvet Underground". Their last al-
bum, "Loaded", is generally viewed as
something of a disappointment by crit-
ics,
The box set itself, though, seldom dis-
appoints. Some gems include an outtake
of Reed and Cale trying to record "All
Tomorrow's Parties", a song that made it
onto the Velvets' first album. They can't
versity, has lived in Greenwich Village
for most of his adult life. As he says in
the spin-off movie to "Smoke", called
"Blue in the Face" and playing at
Cinestudio this Sunday through Tuesday
as the late movie, "I've been trying to
leave for thirty-five years!" But he never
has.
A recently-released documentary on
the life of VU's female singer, the Ger-
man-born model Nico (the film is called
"Nico Icon"), attempts to explain the
mysterious attraction the chanteuse ex-
uded, and the strange allure of the Vel-
vets as a group.
One of Nico's acquaintances com-
ments that during the sixties, when the
hippie ideals and flower power were
flourishing, California bands really be-
lieved the world was going to be changed
as a result of the counter-culture. The
Velvets, on the other hand, as a New York
band, understood that the sixties were a





Study studio art, art history and Italian at the prestigious
Studio Art Centers International (SACI)
located in the heart of Florence.
May 23 - June 25
For information contact:
The Office of the Dean of Special Programs • Skidmore College
815 North Broadway • Saratoga Springs, NY 12866-1632
(518)584-5000, ext. 2264
SKIDMORE
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Bebe Miller Company Comes To Trinity Feb. 2
BY KAREN WALTER
Arts Editor
The New York-based Bebe Miller
Company, in conjunction with the Day-
ton Contemporary Dance Company,
will present two dance performances in
Tisch School for the Arts, comes highly
recommended.
Miller's unusual choreography, which
has won her several awards, attracts such
collaborators as the Boston Ballet, the
Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble, and
dance companies worldwide, including
ones in South Africa, England, and the
The dance, "TINY SISTERS In the Enormous Land,"
tells the true story of twin sisters from West India
who resist assimilation into the world of rural
England,...Instead, they create a world of their own.
Austin Arts Center Feb. 2 and 3.
The dance, "TINY SISTERS In the
Enormous Land," tells the true story of
twin sisters from West India who resist
assimilation into the world of rural En-
gland, where they grow up. Instead, they
create a world of their own through
original gestures and language known
just to the two of them. The piece, inter-
preted by an all-female cast, focusses on
the mysterious natures not only of these
two sisters but of women in general.
The Bebe Miller Company, celebrating
its tenth season with an fourth year as
the dance group in residence at NYU's
Netherlands.
Miller first began choreographing
dances of her own in 1978; the formation
of her own company followed seven
years later. A native New Yorker, she trav-
els the state from Brooklyn to Skidmore
College in order to exhibit her work
onstage.
Her own company has performed for
varied audiences at The Joyce Theater,
Theatre Artaud, and Jacob's Pillow
Dance Festival in Massachusetts, as well
as theaters in Portugal and Italy.
Tickets may be purchased for $8 with
Trinity ID in the box office.
The Bebe Miller Company will perform in Austin Arts on
February 2nd and 3rd.
LOIS GREENFIELD
Tillman's Exhibit Concludes 'New Faculty Showcase'
BY VANA PIETRONIRO
Arts Writer
In today's technological society, many
people chronicle their lives in such "per-
manent" mediums as photographs,
home video recordings, even computer
journals and sketch books. Artist
Patricia Tillman, however, has learned to
capture special events in her life, or
These challenges and changes are
reflected in Tillman's work, as she in-
tegrates different mediums into her
sculpture, namely architecture and her
undergraduate focus, painting. Inte-
grating painting and sculpture at first
took form in "wall constructions," al-
though much of Tillman's current
works are free standing. There are two
pieces in this exhibit that illustrate the
earlier style.
enjoys following a logical progression
in her work, rather than jumping from
one idea to another.
Most of the sculptures in this show-
ing were done in the last five or six
years. Many serve as "landmarks" to
various events in Tillman's life— re-
sponses to relationships, environment
or society. They mark periods of
growth in life, like the markings on the
wall showing how tall we've grown.
her sculpture. This Thursday, January with steel, cast concrete and, most re-
Her move towards metals and concrete was inspired
by a desire to bring her work outside; to make them
more permanent expressions of life and imagination.
25, Assistant Professor of Studio Arts
Tillman will open her latest exhibit in
Widener Gallery.
Tillman, who came to Trinity this year
from Auburn University, is still getting
used to the small community and the
New England chill. Because she com-
pleted her undergraduate and graduate
work at very large universities (Univer-
sity of Texas—Austin and University of
Oklahoma, respectively), Trinity's size
and commitment to integrating differ-
ent areas of study represented a new
challenge for Tillman.
cently, bronze, Tillman hopes to keep
expanding her knowledge of different
materials. She once used wood as her
primary medium, citing it as a "very for-
giving material" that required few tools.
Her move towards metals and con-
crete was inspired by a desire to bring
her work outside; to make her pieces
more permanent expressions of life and
imagination.
While Tillman maintains her work
in this new exhibition is "not explicitly
a narrative," she acknowledges that "all
the pieces are related to each other." She
personal growth, Tillman believes that
a similar growing experience may be
gained by the observer, making the
work significant on a more personal
level.
The exhibit marks a Northeastern
preview of Tillman's work; the farthest
North her work has come thus far is to
Washington D. C, in an exhibit at the
National Museum of Women and the
Arts about eight years ago.
Assistant Professor Tillman appears
enthusiastic about her upcoming exhibit
and about work to come. In future work
she hopes to use more bronze and experi-
ment with color, particularly using pa-
tina, a chemical process used to color
metals. A number of pieces in the up-
coming exhibit Eeature this process, as
•••'v well as another called "gun-blueing."
Patricia Tillman's sculpture exhibi-
tion opens this Thursday, with a recep-
tion from 4:30 to 6:30 P.M. and runs
through Sunday, March 10, in Widener
Gallery in the Austin Arts Center. Be
sure to stop by to experience and witness
one artist's unique catalogue of life's
landmarks.
"Coil," 1990, Steel (34" x 36" x 21") will be a part of Patricia Tillman's
exhibit January 25-March 10,1996 at the Widener Gallery.
RLE PH0T0
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY OFFERS
« Unmatched academic programs
• Internships with world-class firms
» Business courses in three countries
• Generous grants and scholarships
• Placement In foreign universities
« Instruction in English or
host-country language
ITALY • ENGLAND * FRANCE
HONG KONG • SPAIN • ZIMBABWE
Syracuse University Study Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue • Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472 • O1PA@suadmin.syr.edu






So What? with Jack Chaffhid
-and-
D.J. BIG TONE
9:30 PM to 1:30 AM
Saturday, January 27th Washington Room
£1,000 in prizes will be raffled
during the night, including plane
tickets and a stereo!!
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Student Takes A Humorous Look At
Studying Abroad And Foreign Dining
BY ANTHONY LOWENBERG
Features Writer
I went to Vienna last semester with a
mission. I forgot what it was when I got
there, but that's OK because Europe is a
groovy place to eat. When 1 wasn't crack-
ing those books or going Opera-hopping,
I was probably eating. Eating is fun (for
those of you who don't do it often).
Besides beer and chocolate, Austrians
eat a lot of schnitzel (fried meat) and sau-
sage. These foods can be quite good, but
you know, it's hard to eat that stuff every
day for three months. I made a point of
finding new and exciting places to eat in
Vienna and the places to which I trav-
eled. Luckily, my apartment was close to
a Subway. It was good, but a normal-
sized meal there costs around $7. Whew!
There is also a popular dish in Austria
called the Doner Kebab which was
brought over by many Turkish and
Greek immigrants. Doner Kebabs are
like gyros, only I never figured out what
kind of meat was in it.
Since my blood is made out of it, I had
to find decent Mexican food in Europe
(Mission Impossible). Actually, I found
two Mexi-restaurants of suitable quality
in Prague, Czech Republic. See, Prague is
Anthony Lowenberg '97, who spent his fall semester in Austria,
enjoys Oktoberfest in Munich, Germany.
Basically, in the Slavic and German a f°°d staple.
FILE PHOTO
speaking countries, the local food is just
about the same everywhere, but the
quality range is pretty big because of
limited availability of fresh veggies and
quality meat. For example, two pieces of
sausage in Germany would cost about
the same as a four course meal in Cracow,
but the sausage would be much tastier.
By the way, stay away from the white
sausage in Germany. I went to
Oktoberfest was all right, I guess. It's like a really big
frat party consisting of about 30% American college
students, 30% American soldiers, 10% British soldiers,
20% Italians, 9% Norwegians and Danes, and a couple
of German people...
full of Americans, and both restaurants
way, don t let anyone talk you out of go-
ing to Prague if you have a chance to be-
cause it is ,"soo cliche." Poppycock! Go! Go
before there is a McDonald's on every
corner (it won't be long)!
Speaking of food in former communist
countries, I regret to say that in every
country I visited, I ate American fast
food. As a tourist, my reaction to seeing
Pizza Hut in Poland, Burger King in
Budapest, and Little Caesar's in Slovakia
was mixed. When I wasn't hungry, they
were embarrassments, like we don't eat
anything but junk food. On the other
hand, a K-Mart with a Little Caesar's in
a city like Bratislava is a real beacon
when you fall off the train hungry and







Oktoberfest and almost yuked when my
dollop of snot, I mean, mustard.
Oktoberfest was all right, I guess. It's
like a really big frat party consisting of
about 30% American college students,
30% American soldiers, 10% British sol-
diers, 20% Italians, 9% Norwegians and
Danes, and a couple of German people,
not including the waitresses and riot
police. The day I went was Italy Day,
which means that every married tourist
from northern Italy drives to Munich for
the weekend to hit on American girls.
Back in Austria, my education contin-
ued, and I learned a lot about beer and
war. Beer in Austrian restaurants costs
the same as Coke, so one could use that
rationalization to drink it daily. Also, the
ancient Romans used beer (and wine) as
That is where the term "liquid bread"
comes from. It has a sweet taste. One
drinks it from a tall, thin glass, which is
good because those glasses are easy to
hide under a coat when you're ready to
take the glass "to go," if you know what I
mean. Some Austrians even drink beer
for breakfast on a regular basis as food,
not because they are alcoholics (though
many probably are).Besides regular Aus-
trian dudes, many famous Austrians like
Arnold Schwarzaneggar and Sigmund
Freud (when he was alive) drink beer.
If you've ever had a Budweiser before,
you may be interested to know that the
original Budweiser, Budvar, comes from
a small town in the Czech Republic
called Budweis. My art professor in
Vienna took us there so that we could
have a Budvar in Budweis even though
bid it should become "old!" The young,
"green" wine is sometimes called Sturm,
or "Storm," wine. Too much storm wine
isn't very good for your stomach (or liver
or kidneys or colon), but Austrians think
it is nummy. Besides, since they eat so
much fried meats, cheese and chocolate
what's a little new wine to clear out the
ol' passages?
Especially good in Austria is the
chocolate. Up until World War I, Austria
was a huge empire in Europe; it's influ-
ence spread far and wide. Austrians were
all over the place. The big empires in
Europe used to trade ideas about infor-
mation like how to start new wars,
spread plagues, and recipies. Sometime
during the period of the great empires,
Austria probably picked up chocolate
and beer in Germany and bad attitudes
in France.
Through a secret recipe of copying
Germans and using their newfound re-
sentments, the Austrians perfected dark,
bitter chocolate. I ate a lot of this when I
was there last semester, and I have the
acne vulgaris to prove it. Besides Ameri-
can college students, many old ladies
with wiener dogs in Vienna eat this
chocolate with their afternoon tea. The
Emperor Joseph II, the brains behind the
reusable coffin, probably ate a lot of
chocolate. I think that is why he was so
smart.
Milk chocolate is also very popular in
Austria. I usually ate this for dessert af-
ter dark chocolate. The milk comes from
cows who live in the Alps which are very
high, and therefore, (the Alps) are good
for skiing, hiking, and other non-choco-
late related activities. Sometimes the
Austrians put hazelnuts in their choco-
lileji.wgyi.i-, }Q£; Jh-is tastes pretty good, unless you
iwith"some'pretzeis wash it down with orange juice. Then it
and a 12 hour time difference, it was still tastes pretty bad.
good. I was so happy to be there;I bought Don't worry mom, I studied in Austria
a real polyester necktie with little mugs when 1 wasn't eating, but man, it's good
...ifs good to be back. I mean, learning about Napoleon,
Mozart, and Havel was cool, but I missed good service,
free ice water at restaurants, refills, watery beer, and
big, gas-guzzling cars. I guess 1 never found my
mission, but I sure am full.
of Budvar all over it.
Wine is popular as well. Austrians like
to drink white wine when it is very
young. The Feast of St. Martin in Novem-
ber is the deadline by which all the
young wine must be drunk. Heaven for-
to be back. I mean, learning about Na-
poleon, Mozart,and Havel was cool, but I
missed good service, free ice water at res-
taurants, refills, watery beer, and big,
gas-guzzling cars. I guess I never found
my mission, but I sure am full.
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Los Dorados Is A Tastv Off-Campus Option
BY HELEN LIMONCELLI &
ANTHONY LOWENBERG
Restaurant Reviewers
In search of Mexican food
close co campus, we headed to
Los Dorados in Glastonbury.
. The restaurant, which boasted
"authentic Mexican cuisine"
seemed out of place located
next to a strip mall on a subur-
ban "Main Street."
However, upon entering, we
found things to be different.
The walls were brightly colored
and studded with sombreros
and seemingly authentic Mexi-
can blankets. Los Dorados was
also decorated wi th many large
plants which we found pleas-
ant. The atmosphere was very
ruse the menu. In fact, we felt
the service was a tad slow con-
sidering the restaurant was far
from full.
The menu was extensive. Los
Dorados had a wide selection of
both common and unique
drinks, appetizers, house spe-
cialty dinners and a la carte
items. We tried Los Dorados'
original Margarita on the rocks
and a frozen peach Margarita,
which were extremely well
blended, smooth and served in
a salted mug. Both were excel-
lent and priced at $4.00.
We shared a unique, some-
what un-Mexican, appetizer
called Papas Nachos Supremos
($7.99), otherwise known as Po-
tato Skin Nachos. These were
made of potato skins topped
The atmosphere was very casual, but
unfortunately, there were only tables,
which unlike booths, lack privacy Jin
general, the food was well prepared but...
Ideally, Los Dorados is a great place to
go for drinks and appetizers.
casual, but unfortunately, there
were only tables, which unlike
booths, lack privacy. Also, the
Mexican guitar music was a bit
too low, and one could easily
overhear the conversation of the
party a few tables away.
As is typical in a Mexican res-
taurant, we were given compli-
mentary tortilla chips and
salsa. After our drink orders
were taken, the waiter gave us
more than enough time to pe-
with refried beans, grilled
chicken pieces and a light
cheese sauce. With sour cream
and pico de gallo included on
the side, the Papas Nachos
Supremos were great. We were
in heaven, and we were also
pretty full. The appetizer was
meant for a minimum of three
people.
Our entrees came shortly af-
terwards. The Burrito Dinner





12 Monkeys is one of the most
challenging and complex films
released in 1995. The screenplay,
by David and Lisa Peoples, is
based on the French short film
Lajetee. 12 Monkeys moves
quickly through three dif f ferent
times as Cole (Bruce Willis) is
sent from the future to find a
virus which wiped out five bil-
lion people and forced the rest
of humanity underground in
the year 1996. The 12 Monkeys
are. a group of terrorists sus-
pected of releasing the virus.
Cole's "present" is the year
2026, where, he is a prisoner for
some unnamed violent crime.
The Scientists choose Cole to
travel to 1996; and find the. 12-
Monkeys in an attempt to ob-
tain a pure form of the virus so
they they can find a cure.
The first time travel attempt,
however, sends Cole into the
year 1990, where his mumbling
about the future quickly lands
him in a mental asylum. Here
he meets Jeffrey Goines (Brad
PittX'a patient who may be in-
volved with the 12 Monkeys. He
also meets Dr. Railly (Madeline
Stowe), a psychiatrist whom
Cole kiddnapps in his search for
the 12 Monkeys when he re-
turns to 1996.
The movie reaches the next
level by questioning the nature
of both time and sanity. Willis
(Die Hard 3, Pulp Fiction, Bon-
fire of the Vanitites) gives one
the best performances of his ca-
reer as Cole, whobeginsto won-
der if he really is a time traveler
or is simply delusional, as Dr.
Railly insists.
Time at first seems unalter-
able (Cole is not sent back to
stop the virus), but then it be-
comes alterable with Cole's visit
to 1990.
Brad Pitt (Seven, Interview
With the Vampire, Kalifornia)
could see a Best Supporting Ac-
tor nomination as the schizo-
phrenic Jeffrey, displaying a
depth many of his critics didn't
think that he had. Even
Madeline Stowe (Blink, Last of
the Mohicans) is convincing as
the psychiatrist who begins to
lose faith in her practice and
place it in Cole.
. After several critically ac-
claimectmovies like The Adven-
tures of Baron Muchausen,
director;Terry Gilliarn finally^
has his first Hollywood block-
buster. The dark, nightmarish,
. futuristic atmosphere is one
that he perfected in Brazil and
Time Bandits, ,
Especially stunning are the
future scenes — the dark, gothic
underground and the aban-
doned, crumbling surface are
both hopeless and beautiful.
Gilliam, who began his career
as an animator and director in
the Monty Python Comedy
Troupe, clearly has a great feel
for imagery and atmosphere.
The dream-like final scene
provides a fitting and explosive
climax to this well-paced and
intelligent thriller, and it an-
swers all of our questions.' One
word of advice — if you don't
like to think during a movie,
stay home.
I have developed a system of
ratings which consists of stars
representing the qualtiy and
enjoyment of a certain rnovie.
Four stars is the highest rating.
Anthony Lowenberg '97 and Helen Limoncelli'97 reviewed Los Dorados
in Glastonbury.
MATTHEW PRINCE
one chicken burrito with a
tasty, but slightly greasy, chili
sauce. The Queso Flamado
($11.99), a house specialty din-
ner, consisted of strips of steak
grilled with onions, peppers,
and mushrooms and topped
with melted monterey jack
cheese. It came with warm,
fluffy tortillas and the requisite
lardy refried beans and rice. It
was a shame that we were too
full from the appetizer to fully
enjoy our entrees.
Amazingly enough, we saved
room for a traditional Mexican
dessert called Sopapillas ($3.99).
For all you gringos, this dessert
is equivalent to fried dough
topped with cinnamon and
powdered sugar. It was served as
six warm slices with honey on
the side. We would recommend
this dessert, though it should be
shared by at least three people.
In general, the food was well
prepared but the heaviness of
the meals got in the way of strict
Mexican authenticity. Ideally,
Los Dorados is a great place to
go for drinks and appetizers. If
you want to enjoy one of their
rich, filling entrees, we recom-
mend you not order an appe-
tizer.
To get to Los Dorados from
Trinity, take 1-91 south to exit
25N, which puts you on Route
3, towards Glastonbury. Go over
the Putnam Bridge and take the
Main Street exit. At the end of
the ramp, take a left, and at the
first light, take another left onto
left Main Street. The restaurant
is another half-mile on the left
at 3047 Main Street. The drive
should take about 15-20 min-
utes from campus.
This may seem like more of a
drive than most of you are used
to, but it is well worth the trip.
When youPre not
hitting the faookSj
hit the slopes at
Stratton Mountain.
Stratton has sensational savings for college students throughout the winter
and spring semesters. Just present your valid college I.D. to get mid-week lift
tickets tot just $20. And save $5 on weekends and holidays. And Stratton
Village has loads of! restaurants, pubs and live entertainment right at the
mountain, so you'll have an amazing time off the slopes, too. Do your field
work at,Station Mountain this semester. Your Econ professor will be proud.




The mountain will move you.
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World Famous Psychic
Descends Upon Trinity
Flees War Torn Bosnia For Volleyball,
Inadequate Men And Turkey Melts
BY MATTHEW PRINCE
Renovator
It isn't often that a world famous as-
trologer and psychic comes knocking on
the door, and if ever one does, it's prob-
ably best to answer. Madam Zorinde ar-
rived, clad head to toe in tattered burlap,
at The Tripod's door last Thursday
evening. "Two days until the new moon,"
she declared in a thick accent as she
floated through the door. "There is still
plenty of time."
Since then she has set about renovat-
ing the newspaper office, predicting the
future of our staff (depressing as that
may seem), and taking up residence un-
der the chemical shelf in our dark room.
She claims to like the smell — says it re-
Zorinde recounts daily to anyone and
everyone in line at the Cave while she
waits for Al to make her "the usual" —
turkey melt with mushrooms, bacon and
mayo. "And the sign said to me to head
West — West to Hartford, Connecticut —
and there you will write for the three
legged monster."
Obviously, Zorinde's premonition led
her to The Tripod, where she has now
insisted on writing a weekly column.
This is not, however, her first visit to the
United States. In 1985 she was invited to
the White House by former first lady,
Nancy Regan. Since then she has been
employed by the Royal Family, the
Jacksons, and, in an ironic twist of fate,
Trinity's former president Tom Gerety.
"I saw doom in his chart. Something
about a Savings and Loan. It wasn't ex-
In 1985 (Madame Zorinde) was invited to the White
House by former first lady, Nancy Regan. Since then
she has been employed by the Royal Family, the
Jacksons, and, in an ironic twist of fate, Trinity's
former president Tom Gerety
minds her of the polluted air of her
homeland.
No one is exactly sure how she got
here. Numerous calls to Brian Kelly, Di-
rector of Campus Safety, have gone un-
answered. And officials from the
Admissions Office could not muster
little more than, "Maybe she's one of
ohose commuter, IDP students."
If so, it has been a long commute.
Zorinde tells of her war torn homeland
actly clear; I've never been too good with
finances," she explained.
Despite the fulfillment of her calling,
Zorinde seems unhappy. "I miss my
homeland, and I feel that somewhere
there is a greater calling than simply pre-
dicting the futures of a bunch of spoiled
college kids whose fates are about as
hard to foresee as the sun rise," she said
walking back from the Bistro having sto-
len a salt shaker tobeusedinoneoLhex.
Madame Zorinde
Reads The Stars For You...
AQUARIUS
JAN 2O - n i b 18
Ok, ok enough of this Mr./Ms. Nice Guy
tuff. Quit playing the mind games,
and move on to the good part. You
think you're so cute, don't you? Well,
obviously you're the only one. But
don't worry, Mercury rises at the end
of the month, and you can feel it;
I mean/eel it. Go with it, because ob-
viously playing it cool is getting you
nowhere: fast. Be weary of a tall
stranger in a baseball cap on the 26th
and be sure to stay away from gam-
bling on the 28th, especially if the col-
ors black and gold are involved.
PISCES
TE.5 15?-MAR 20
Purple, lots and lots of purple. If you
wear this color this week you are guar-
anteed to get lucky, but beware of its
seductive powers. As you know, any-
one who actually finds the color
purple attractive obviously has bad
taste. Stop being so choosy and go for
the goods. Venus rises on the 30th and
this marks a day of extreme virility for
those born under Pisces. After this,
however, it's all downhill, so get it while
you can.
-0-ARIESMAR 21 -APR \9
g
family, her home, and a thriving psychic
business taken away by the ravages of
war "I miss my home, my family, and
especially my sister Aorne." Aorne too
was "blessed" with psychic powers. Un-
fortunately, she was only able to predict
the past and fell victim to mortar attack
while trying to warn neighbors of the
coming of the German army.
"One night, while the shells were fall-
ing, I saw a sign in the blue smoke that
billowed from a smoldering building,"
they just don't have the same oompfas
those from my home country."
Madam Zorinde continues to search
the stars for a grander calling. Until then,
she is taking 5.25 credits - including
Physics 103, Stars and Galaxies — and
predicting a cumulative GPA of 10.65.
She is also considering starting her own
exam study course ("guaranteed to get
you prepared for the questions ahead of
time"), or trying out for Women's Volley-
ball.
Write Jtor features Or
Madame Zorinde Wiff
Put A Curse On Youl
Features is expanbina and b g
tins semester^ so come be a part of our
staff. Weekly meetmas are jjefc
Tuesday nidts at 8 in tye bamnent of
Jacfaan- Caff Amy at .X2640 for more
information.
All the months you've been waiting for
something to happen, it's not going to
happen this week. You will really e.n-
ever. Sex life? What sex life? However
unlucky you thought you've been, the
highlight of your worries occurs on the
26th. I have just two words for you this
week: premature ejaculation.
TAURUS
APR 2O - MAY 2O
Smile and the world smiles with you,
frown and you won't get any. You have
been complaining about not being able
to hook up with anyone, but what do
you expect? You're miserable. The 25th
will bring a blonde. The 27th a bru-
nette. Too bad your bitching will drive
them both away. That's life. Well, at
least that's life for a Taurus.
GEMINI
MAY 21 -JUN2O
You've been good lately, and it will pay
off this week! Get ready for sex, lots
and lots of sex! Whatever experience
you've had in the past or even fanta-
sized about, this week you will have an
encounter that will break all bound-
aries of sexual experience you have
previously conceived. The 23rd marks
the beginning of this unbelievable
week, so sit back (lie back, kneel back,
whatever you choose) and enjoy it.
Nothing you 've experienced before, or




There are only two things you need to
remember this week: lemon-lime and
strawberry. Wear them, eat them,
drink them, live them, for this week
these two flavors will bring you im-
mense satisfaction and erotic gratifica-
tion. A bowl of Fruit Loops or a pack
of Starburst will do things for you you
never even dreamed they could. Enjoy.
LEO
JUL25-AUG22
For God's sake, turn off the lights, the
neighbors are watching! It's bad
enough they can hear you! We know
that Leos need to constantly be seen
and admired, but does that mean by
the entire campus? The 27th marks an
evening of unexpected bliss, so don't
blow it by scaring your neighbor, after
all it is in the starts that they may make
the perfect mate in the near future. Yes,




What do you know, the 27th is your
lucky night too. Remember Leo's
neighbor we talked about? Well, you're
it. When you hear the headboard
banging against the wall next door,
don't complain...join in. Hide in the
hallway to avoid any mean spirited
Tauri coming out of the room — their




Libras are generally narcissistic, but
this week you are going to really have
to love yourself a lot. Like every other
night this month, you have a date with
yourself, or more specifically your




You are constantly complaining how
you cannot find a compatible mate.
Well, this week you have the potential
to find that person. They will be ev-
erything you have ever hoped for in a
companion, and possibly the person
you will marry. There will be a series
of encoded messages in the Friday epi-
sode of X-Files. Be warned, however,
that if you do not properly decode
these messages you will never find the




You've been naughty lately. Do you
kiss your mother with that mouth?
This week will be no exception. A tall
stranger will enter your life on the
26th. Be sure to take notice of this per-
son, for they hold the key to all your
sexual pleasures. Have you ever barked
like a dog? You will.
CAPRICORN
DEC22-JAN I?
Like you'd ever change! Barking like a
dog is nothing new to you, uou've been
doing it since kindergarten. Pretty
soon the entire campus will catch your
disease and you'll be in the precarious
position of being popular. You can try
and hide, but it will be of no use .People
will be banging down your doors, mo-
nopolizing your time, and basically
driving you nuts. Even your lover's
arms won't be comforting, as they too
will be wrestling for your time. Don't
fear, your popularity is short lived and
your obscurity will be yours again by
the new moon.
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Bantams Overcome Tough
Loss To Win Two Straight
MATKHfcW PRINCE
Lindsay Conway practices against Sarah Burbank
used her experience and spiritBY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer
For the women's squash team,
1996 began on a sour note. The
Bantams' winter training trip to
Philadelphia was canceled due
to snow. The new year then
turned bitter when the Ban-
tams fell to Yale in their first
match. But the Bantams re-
turned to their winning ways
with two impressive wins over
Middlebury and Bowdoin, im-
proving Trinity's record to 6-2.
The Bantams' match against
Yale was Trinity's first competi-
tion since December of last year.
They traveled to New Haven but
were turned away with a 3-6
loss. The Bulldogs kept the Ban-
tams on the courts for hours ex-
the Bantams'
to put away her opponent by a
score of 3-1. Conway shattered
the confidence of her opponent,
grabbing the opening set 10-9
and went on for the victory.
Freshman Sarah Burbank (#9)
held off her opponent's come-
back attempts, giving her a 3-0
sweep.
Yale did not give Trinity any-
more chances to win, sweeping
the #2-#7 spots by 3-0 scores.
Some of the Bantams may have
been hurt by the team's lack of
January practice time, which
was lessened by the cancella-
tion of the team's Philadelphia
trip. "It took us until Saturday
to get the team fully together
again so our double sessions
were started very late. 1 think
that this hurt our chances
against Yale," said Conway.
'They were vtry strategic and
had us running all over the
court," said Anne Chick '96. "A
lot of the loss was psychologi-
cal because they have beaten us
the last few years."
There were some successes
but not enough to take the vic-
tory, Serena Carbonell '98 (#1)
pulled through in heroic fash-
ion with a 3-2 sets win. Co-Cap-
tain Lindsay Conway '96 (#8)
was supposed to be a training
session against some regional
teams but 'The Bliazard of 96'
prevented the team from travel-
ing. The snow was also an ob-
stacle for all members returning
to Hartford and so double prac-
tice sessions were delayed. Once
practice started, coach Bartlett
was pleased with the work eth-
ics displayed by all members.
"The team worked on their con-
ditioning during double ses-
sions," she said. "We also have
been rotating while we practice
by using the wide courts and
the narrow ones because right
now all schools have different
kinds. We have to be ready to
compete at our best on both
courts."
The practice sessions paid off
last Saturday, at the Williams
College Invitational, where the
Bantams took on 14th ranked
Middlebury and 10th ranked
Bowdoin. As the fourth best
team in the USWISRA league at
the end of last season, Trinity
entered the competition ex-
pected to prevail. The Bantams
sent the Panthers back to Ver-
mont with a 9-0 loss. Against
the Polar Bears, only one blue
and gold racket fell short of a
win, leaving Trinity with an 8-1
victory.
In the USWISRA league there
are several very competitive
teams at the top of the rankings.
But there is a considerable drop-
off in ability with the lower-
ranked teams. When the
Bantams face these weaker
teams, the wins come easily, as
they did last weekend. But their
endurance and skills are not
tested. And so so when the time
comes to play tougher schools
like Harvard, Yale, and
Princeton, coach Wendy
Bartlett and her players know
they will have to be better pre-
pared.
• IGaioses against wakerteanis
don't help us very much be-
cause mentally we are not as
sharp," said Chick "We get a
win, but we are not prepared for
the good teams."
This Saturday, the Bantams
will travel to New Hampshire to
meet Dartmouth, ranked #8 at
the end of last season. The up-
coming week will also hope-
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Women's Hoops Seek
Return To Winning Ways
Susan Dinklage, pictured here last year, SPORTS INFORMATION
has provided an offensive spark since her return from injury.
continued from page 20
ity upended WPI, who was
ranked one spot higher in the
New England poll. Ironically,
the Bantams were
outrebounded (43-40) and
they shot a mere 44% from the
free-throw line. Also, Dinklage
did not play. Ryczek (five as-
sists) and Lally both had nine
points, while Canty led the
teasnawatVi •••• •• '••-, ,.•..•'•
For Trinity the most difficult
part of its schedule is over. Al-
though the Bantams still must
face rivals Williams and Am-,
herst, all of their remaining
games are winnable.
"We have played the tough-
est teams we are going to face,"
said Anderson. "The rest of the
schedule is easier and we have a
great chance to win all of them."
Trinity looks to get back on
track tomorrow night against
Wesleyan. The Bantams topped
the Cardinals 65-35 in a Decem-
ber game, which was part of a
five-game winning streak. "We
have already beaten them this
season and so we are hoping to
start another winning streak,"
,,sajd Ryczek.
A string of wins would im-
prove Trinity's chance for a post-
season berth. An NCAA
tournament bid is unlikely, but
an ECAC bid is still within
reach. "We still have a lot of
games left, but we have to win
the majority of them," Ryczek
• said.
McKelvin Calls It Quits
BY MARK MENTONE
Senior Editor
Troy McKelvin '96, a pre-
season All-American who
helped lead the men's basket-
ball team to the NCAA Division
III Final Four a year ago, has left
the team for "personal reasons,"
according to Coach Stan
Ogrodnik. McKelvin, who re-
fused comment for this story,
walked out of Oosting Gym
during a timeout in the first half
of his team's game with
Albertus Magnus College on
January 13. The New London,
CT resident had played the first
ten minutes of the contest, then
was on the bench for about four
minutes before leaving. He was
seen in street clothes during the
halftime intermission, and did
not return to the team that
night or thereafter. McKelvin
was averaging 16.9 points and
5.1 assists per game at the time
of his decision.
"The incident came as a sur-
prise to me," said Ogrodnik af-
ter McKelvin's walkout. "I have
talked to Troy since it hap-
pened, but I have not been able
to sit down with him and give
it the time that it deserves. I
hope to do that this week, but
any other comment until that
time would be premature."
At this point, McKelvin is not
on the team. However, neither
McKelvin nor Ogrodnik have
ruled out the possibility of the
point guard returning to the
court.
A 6-foot-3 guard, McKelvin
was a four-year starter who led
all New England Division III
players in assists in 1994-95
with 7.8 a game, also good for
fifth in the nation. McKelvin,
currently third on Trinity's ca-
reer assist leaders with 497, is
only seventeen assists away
from becoming Trinity's all-
time leading passer.
In last year's NCAA tourna-
ment, McKelvin notched the
team high in five of six games
and led all scorers with 155
points, and scored 594 for the
season (20.5 per game), second-
best in school history. McKelvin
was named a 95-96 preseason
second-team all-American by
both Street & Smith's and Col-
lege Sports.
McKelvin was the second se-
nior to leave the team since the
start of the season. At the con-
clusion of the fall semester, for-
ward Chris Calio also <"- led his
Bantam career, , ,ig gi ,-ic
Mark Lotty anu captain Keiui
Wolff as the only remaining se-
niors on Ogrodnik's squad.
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Hockey Winless In '96
BY JOSH GOLDFINE
Sports Writer
After bolting to a 4-1-2 start headed
into the holiday break, things seemed
very promising for the Bantam hockey
squad. Led by the sensational play of
right wing Craig Muse '97, who set a
school record with six goals in a game
against Wesleyan earlier in the season,
and some outstandinggoal tending from
freshman netminder Jeffrey Blair, the
Bantams seemed poised for a second-se-
mester run at a postseason berth. But
Trinity has run intoa wall recently, drop-
ping four straight games by a combined
past Friday to take on UConn. In con-
trast to the fast start at Williams last
weekend, the Bantams started slowly,
trailing 3-0 early on. The Bantams fi-
nally picked up their play midway
through the second period when Terry
Long '97 converted a two-on-one with
Muse for the Bantams' first tally. Fresh-
man Dan Sullivan "99 followed with a
tip-in to close the gap to one goal. But
the Bantams could not get any closer,
falling 3-2. To make matters worse, Long
was injured when he awkwardly twisted
his knee. He will be lost for several
weeks.
Saturday afternoon's game against
American International College, one of
"We must be hungrier, We can't just be satisfied
with getting by anymore."
-Tim Rath'98
total of only six goals.
"There has been a lot of pressure on us
from expectations because we were
ranked ninth in the east region when we
came back from break," said Terry Long
'97. "We thought everything would go
right but instead everything has gone
wrong."
The Bantams faced their first test of
the new year against Hamilton in
Clinton [NYJ. The game produced, few
highlights for the Bantams,'who victim-
ized themselves all game long with sev-
eral penalties. The infractions led to a
pair of power play goals for the Conti-
nentals, who captured the 5-4 victory.
Scoring for the Bantams were Muse,
Long,. Sophomore center Sean Spencer,
who spent all of last season on the in-
jured list with a broken foot, scored his
first career goal.
Aitextile disappointing, defeat m up-
state New York, the Bantams traveled
s.outh to Wlliamstown, MA to face
archrival Williams the following night.
The Bantams jumped out to a quick 3-0
lead on goals by Muse, Jason Bridge '98,
and senior co-captain Billy Hogan. How-
ever, four Bantam penalties in the second
period, helped the Ephmen as they
scored four goals and took a 4-3 lead.
Muse scored his 19th goal of the season
to tie the score at 4-4 four minutes into
the third period. However, Williams
scored a goal ten minutes later to take a
5-4 lead. An empty netter by the
Ephmen secured the Williams 6-4 vic-
tory. Trinity was unable to convert on
several scoring.chances in the game's fi-
nal moments.'
Hoping to halt the losing streak at two
games, the Bantams headed to Storrs this
the weaker teams in the ECAC East di-
vision, was a brilliant opportunity for
Trinity to find its winning ways. The
Bantams jumped on the board first when
Hogan scored off a feed from Bridge. The
Yellow Jackets tied .the game midway
through the third period on a power-play
goal.
The teams played even until Trinity
took a man advantage with two minutes
to play. But the Bantams let the game get
away as the Yellow Jackets converted a
Trinity turnover in neutral ice to score a
shorthanded goal, making the score 2-1.
After an empty-net goal seconds later,
the Bantams were headed back to Hart-
ford with a disappointing 3-1 loss.
The defeat weighed heavily on the
Bantams, who knew that they let a win-
nable game get away. "We need someone
else besides Craig [Muse] and Terry [Long]
%o step up, especially with Terry being
out for awhile," said soph'drrTore winger
Mike Burns.
If the Bantams harbor any hopes of a
postseason berth, the quest begins this
weekend when two of the nation's bet-
ter teams, Middlebury and Norwich,
travel to the Kingswood-Oxford rink this
weekend. Norwich comes to town sport-
ing a 9-4 mark #nd a national Top 10
ranking while Middlebury returns in an
attempt to avenge last year's defeat at the
hands of the Bantams.
"We must be hungrier," said Tim Rath
'98. "We can't just.be satisfied with get-
ting by anymore." '.'•••'"
The coming weekend presents a
golden opportunity forth? Bantams to,
get back into, the playoff hunt, but to do
so they must play their best hockey of the
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Inspired by Todd Day's 41 point per-
formance a few weeks ago, I wrote a
column praising Boston Celtics' Gen-
eral Manager/Coach M.L. Carr and
scolding the cynical Boston media.
Unfortunately, my praise for Carr and
company was premature. The Celtics
have since taken a nosedive on their
recent West Coast road trip and are
mired in mediocrity.
It is easy to see how I got overexcited
about the Celtics brief success.
Swingman Day did score 41, including
29 in the first half, a feat matched only
by the legendary Larry Bird. However,
Day's performance came against the
expansion Minnesota Timberwolves,
whose claim to fame is its cool looking
mascot that puts on an entertaining
half time show.
There is not much to-be enthusias-
tic about in Boston sports: the Patriots
were woefully disappointing; the Bru-
ins cannot win; and Mo Vaughn may
be off to New
York, of all ,<j













will be in this
unfortunate
position for years is a nasty little motto
called "Celtics Pride." When this motto
is applied to a team with good talent,
it is a blessing. When applied to a team
with minimal talent, this motto is a
curse. :.'
The Celtics' slump has lasted several
years because the team is in a cycle of
mediocrity.. The team ends with a re-
spectable record that warrants an
eighth seed in the playoffs, which dis-
qualifies them for the draft lottery.
This means that every, year the team
gets an average player in the draft. The
Celtics need to emulate the Washing-
ton Bullets when they rebuilt. The
Bullets lost a lot of games, got high
draft picks, and developed one of the
best young teams in the league.
However, Carr, a remnant of Celtic
glory days in the eighties, believes that
the Celtics are one player away from be-
coming a championship caliber team.
He refuses to change this mentality so
Commentary
his team beats the easy teams, splits
with the average teams and loses to the
good teams.
Realistically, the Celtics are a decent
team when they are at home. Away
from the Fleet Center, though, the Celts
can neither shoot nor play defense.
These problems plague the Celtics, but
they are not impossible to overcome.
One would think the charismatic Carr
would put special emphasis on the de-
fensive game, yet the team is small and
out-muscled nearly every night.
There have been some bright spots.
Rookie Eric Williams has been a pleas-
ant surprise at forward. Hopefully he
will not become one of those forget-
table middle first round picks that
fizzle out
A 1 thin his first
• i ar (Acie Earl,
Jiad Lohaus-,










D e s p i t e
these posi-
tives, however, I suggest the Celtics at-
tempt to get a lottery pick Their most
gaping vacancy is at the center posi-
tion, and this would be the year to get
a good center in the draft (Wake
Forest's Tim Duncan, or possibly
UMass' Marcus Camby, if he decides to
come out early, come to mind as early
favorites).
Meanwhile, I would be content to see
"Celtic Pride" play out more like the
Connecticut Pride (a CBA team). In
other words, if Bostons' players and
fans can cope with a losing team for a
few years, the Celtics may be able to
rebuild through lottery draft picks. If
that happened, maybe Boston fans
would have a real reason to be proud
of the Celtics in the near future.
Wolff, Hava Lead New Backcourt
con tin ued from page 20
prognosis was positive, as the Bantams
jumped out to a 45-27 half time lead. But
the Cardinals staged a furious comeback
for its home crowd, closing to within 63-
59 with just over a minute remaining.
Wesleyan then made the Bantams win
the game at the foul line, and the Trinity
backcourt was up for the challenge.
Hava and Wolff, a 93 percent free-throw
shooter, made four shots each down the
stretch as Trinity held the Cardinals off,
71-67. Hava, making his first varsity
start, had a career-high 11 points, while
Wolff took game-high honors with 28.
"I was nervous at first," said Hava. "But
I'm just going to try to play my role—to
distribute the ball to our scorers on of-
fense and to try and provide a spark on
defense." Hava and Mark Lotty '96 will
receive the bulk of the minutes in tak-
ing McKelvin's place at the point.
Saturday, in what Ogrodnik character-
ized as "one of the more exciting games
I've.been.involyed with," Trinity erased
a fifteen-point second half deficit at
Tufts and outscored thejumbos, 105-100,
for its third straight win. Moody, who
was injured at Wesleyan, scored nine
points off the bench in the last nine min-
utes to spearhead the Bantam comeback.
Wolff added 29 points to his team-lead-
ing total of 284 (23.7 per game), and
Bednar had his best game as a Bantam,
scoring 24 points and pulling down 12
rebounds.
"I had a height advantage," said
Bednar. "The guards did a good job get-
ting the ball down low, and I hit all my
open shots."
The recent win streak has heightened
the team's spirits. While execution of the
offense and team chemistry have been
disappointing, according to Wolff and
Ogrodnik, respectively, both acknowl-
edged feeling better about the team dur-
ing the past week.
"The expectations [including a pre-
season ranking of fourth by Sports Illus-
trated] were based a lot on last year
[when the team made the Final Four],"
said Ogrodnik. "But we knew we'd have
three new starters. Our goals are a lot
more simplistic now.




Men's Indoor Track V. Southern
Conn, Coast Guard, &Central





WOMEN'S SQUASH V. TUFTS
4:00
Thursday, January 25th
MEN'S BASKETBALL V NORTH
ADAMS STATE 7:00
Friday, January 26th
MEN'S HOCKEY V. MIDDLEBURY \
7:30
Indoor Track @ Wesleyan
Invitational 5:00
' January 27th
Men's Basketball @ Conn College
3:00
Women's Basketball @ Conn
College 1:00
SWIMMMg V. WHEATON 1:00
Men's Squash vs. Dartmouth and
Vassar @ Dartmouth 1:30
Women's Squash @ Dartmouth
11:30
MEN'S HOCKEY V NORWICH
3:30
College View Cafe Weekly Sports Trivia Contest:
jRules: The first person to correctly answer all five trivia questions and leave a
J voice mail message at the Tripod X2583 will win a pitcher of Icehouse at the View.
11) Which NFL team has the most super bowl appearances?
12) Name the three players to have won the Super Bowl MVP more than once?
13) Which one year wonder running back holds the Super Bowl record for most rushing
I yards in a single game?
|4) Who is the quarterback that holds the all-time Super Bowl records for yards passing,|
1 touchdowns, and quarterback rating in all Super Bowl appearances?
j 5) Name the kicker who secured a NY Giants 20-19 win after missing a field goal in
the final seconds of Super Bowl XXV?
Women's Basketball Statistics












































































College View Cafe Athlete Of
SAVE $$ AT THE VIEW
2 Cheesurgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse
$10 W/COUPON
SAVE $6.50
GOOD NOON UNTIE. 8 PM, EXPIRES WHEN YOU GRADUATE
Pick the Score of the Super Bowl
Submit your prediction for the final
score of the Super Bowl and win 2
Cheeseburgers, 1 Large Fries, and 1
Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse.Fill
out this section and bring it to the
View before kickoff on Sunday.
Tuesdays $3.50 Pitchers* Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers*
=MiFs Best
KEITH WOLFF, '96
Co-Captain Keith Wolff scored
25,28, and 29 points over the
past week, as the Bantams have
won three straight. The 6 foot 3
uard has picked up the slack
in the absence of McKelvin.
Wolff made four foul shots in
the final minutes against
Wesleyan to seal the victory.
Wolff also played a large part of
Trinity's second half fifteen
point comeback against Tufts
on Saturday. For the season, he
is averaging 23.7 points per
game.
ports
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Win Streak Hits Three Despite Loss Of McKelvin
BY MARK MENTONE
Senior Editor
One key to achieving greatness in ath-
letics is the ability to overcome adversity.
If the last month is any indication, the
men's basketball team may be destined
for success.
Coach Stan Ogrodnik's Bantams have
neared the halfway point of their season
with an 8-4 record, and are winners of
their last three. In the process, they have .
survived lofty preseason expectations,
inserted three new starters, endured a
three-game losing streak, and lost half of
its All-American backcourt.
"This team has a lot of heart,"
Ogrodnik said. "It has dealt with all
kinds of adversity. We probably could
have won all the games we lost, but we've
won three straight, and on Thursday
night [when the team faces North Adams
State] we'd like to be 9-4."
Trinity finished off the fall semester
by edging Skidmore, blowing out Curry
College, and falling to Middlebury. They
entered the winter break with a 5-2
record. On December 5th, Skidmore re-
bounded from a 13-point halftime defi-
cit at Oosting Gymnasium to take a
67-66 lead with 55 seconds remaining.
But Skidmore would not score again.
Cp-captain Keith Wolff '96 hit a jumper
to give his team the lead, then Kevin
Bednar '99 stole a pass and got the ball
MATTHEW PRINCE
Practice continues for the men's
basketball team without McKeMii
to Troy McKelvin '96, who was fouled.
McKelvin calmly hit both free throws,
then made a lay-up at the buzzer to seal
the victory. The senior point guard had
19 points and 8 assists on the night, while
Wolff added 20 points and Bednar six
steals. Trinity was a perfect 8-for-8 from
the free-throw line.
Two nights later, the Bantams had a
near-record setting night in a 122-80 vic-
tory over Curry. The 122 points was the
second-highest total in school history,
topped only by the 126 scored against




The first two weeks of 1996 were cold
and snowy and the women's basketball
team hit the skids, losing two of its first
three games to Wellesley and Westfield
State.
Recently, the weather has been
warmer and the snow has melted, but
Trinity has continued its slide, This
past Saturday, the- Bantams fell to Clark
for their third straight loss. Trinity-has
a 6-5 recordand is searchingfor a spark' •
"We need more intensity from every-
one," said co-captain Sue Lally. "We are
playing a good thirty minutes of bas-
ketball, but we need to maintain it for
the whole game."
' In its four games since winter break,
Trinity has been plagued by inconsis-
tency. Against WPI, the Bantams were
down eight at the half and came back
to win. But against Clark, they were
leading by 12 at intermission, yet lost
by seven. At Westfield, Trinity was
down 12 at.the half, but outscored
Westfield in the second half.
"Right now we need to be a little
tougher towards the end of games,"said
Susan Dlriklage '97. "Wejust need to get
a good win and get a streak going,"
In each game, Trinity has been
outrebounded, allowing its opponents
to get high-percentage shots. In its loss
to Wellesley, the Bantams were
outrebounded 41-32 and Wellsley shot
51%. "We played great team defense on
the first shot, but then we didn't box out
and they got easy shots," saidXally, who
had four points and four rebounds. For-
ward Carolyn Canty '98' led the Ban-
tams with 18 points and nine rebo uhds.
Freshman -Kate Leonard had a season-
high 14 points,
Susan Dinklage '97, Trinity's leading
scorer, sprained her ankle in practice a
week earlier and did not suit up for the
Bantams. The Bantams missed
Dinkkge's outside snooting as Wellsley
could double down on Trinity's Inside
players,' "Not having Sue[5' 10"] also hurt
us with rebounding' and defense," said
Lally. • '•
Free,-throw shooting, a thorn in
Trinity's side all season, has continued
to be a problem, Over the last "four
games, the Bantams, are shooting only
'54%(34-63). "Free throw shooting has
killed us," said Lally. "We are practic-
ing it a lot,.but In. garaes 1 don't know
what happens." -
The most glaring exampleof Trinity's
woes at the line occurred against
' Westfield State, The Bantams shot 38%
•for the game, including 5 of 15 in the sec-
ond half, and lost 70-59, Forward Sa
rah Martin'98 (13 points) and Canty '98
(ninerebounds) combined for 25 points
and 18 rebounds. Co-captain Kara
Ryczek contributed 10 points and foui*
assists.
Trinity's loss to Clark was an encour-
aging effort Although'the Bantam:
were outrebounded (51-44), their-de-
fense held Clark to'37% shooting from
the field. Ryzcek had 13 points and five
assists, and Lally added 12 points and
11 rebounds. Dinklage, who started her
second game after missing two games,
• scored a season and career-high 31
points.
"I was excited for the game and I was
just hitting," said'Dinklage, who scored
only eight points the game before. "1
carae out stronger in this game then
did against Westfield,",,,
. In it's lone win of the' new year, Trin-
see Women's Poops on page W
Emerson in November of 1990. Wolff led
six Bantams in double figures with 18
points. Sophomore center Jason Webster
had 16 points and a career-high 16 re-
bounds, as Trinity outrebounded Curry
63-32. McKelvin added 10 points and a
season-high 10 assists.
But when the Bantams traveled to
Middlebury two days later, they may
have left their offense in Hartford. Trin-
ity could not take advantage of a 36 per-
cent shooting performance by the
Panthers, shooting only 32 percent itself
in losing, 69-67. None of the Bantams'
top three scorers could get on track.
McKelvin (23 points, 1 assist, 11 turn-
overs) shot only 8-of-23 from the field,
Wolff was 6-of-19, and sophomore guard
Craig Moody was 3-of-12.
"It was a big disappointment to lose at
Middlebury," Wolff said. "We had our
chances to win and we just couldn't close
it out."
After taking two weeks off for the holi-
days, team members returned to campus
on January 2nd to prepare for their first
game of the spring, which would be one
week later at Eastern Nazarene College.
But the team's misfortunes continued, as
they lost to Eastern Nazarene and were
edged at home by Springfield in over-
time, 86-81, dropping Trinity to 5-4. The
Springfield loss ended the Bantams' 22-
game home win streak, which included
the entire 1994-95 season. Wolff had 31'
points in the contest, but McKelvin con-
tinued to struggle with his shot, shoot-
ing only 4-of-20 from the floor, includ-
ing O-for-11 from three-point range.
McKelvin and Moody had seven assists
apiece.
"Historically, we have come out of that
break very well," said Ogrodnik.
"Against Eastern Nazarene, we had
chances to take the game into our own
hands. And we played well enough to
beat Springfield."
Trinity's next game was its strangest
of the season. With six minutes remain-
ing in the first half and his team holding
a double-digit lead over Albertus
Magnus College, McKelvin left his team-
mates and walked out of Oosting during
a timeout (see related article). The Ban-
tams held on to win the game, 77-61, as
Wolff had 25 points and reserve point
guard David Hava '97 had a career-high
9 assists in McKelvin's absence. But they
had lost a teammate, as McKelvin was in
street clothes by halftime and has not
returned since. Ogrodnik would only
say that McKelvin has left the team for
"personal reasons."
"The actual incident was a surprise to
me," said Wolff. "It's a shame it came to
that point. To lose Troy is a disappoint-
ment, but the team has done a great job
of dealing with the situation."
Trinity's first test without its former
floor general came last Tuesday at
Wesleyan University. And the initial
see WOLFF, HAVA on page 18
Men's Squash Improves To 6-0
BY AMANDA TUCKER
Sports Writer
The men's squash team just keeps get-
ting better and better. Facing their
toughest opponent of the season, the
Bantams beat Yale, a team ranked in the
top-ten nationally, last weekend to pre-
serve their undefeated record. Trinity
was ranked in the top five in the national
preseason poll and if they keep winning
could end the season ranked higher.
"The team chemistry is really coming
together," said senior captain Austin
Perkins.
Austin Perkins leads MATTHEW PRINCE
the seventh ranked Batnams.
In the 6-3 victory over the Bulldogs,
the Bantams were led by their top three
players, Mike Bittner '97, Charlie
launders '99, and captain Austin Perkins
'96. Bittner won 3-0 and Saunders and
Perkins won 3-2. Tosh Belsinger '97 at the
number-four spot, Jon Freeman '98 (#7)
and Joe Pentland '98 (#8) all won 3-0,
while Steve Gregg '97 (#5) and Christian
Bullitt '96 (#6) both lost 3-0. John
Churchill '99 lost 3-2 in the number nine
spot. Coach Paul Assaiante was pleased
with the team's performance consider-
ing it was the first real competition that
they have seen.
"The team is beginning to come to-
gether, " said Assiante. "Yale had already
played some tough matches and we
hadn'r played any. We were able to get
over our inital nervousness and settle
down quickly. We won the top four
matches against Yale and that is unbe-
lievable."
The Bantams rounded out their week
by playing Bowdoin in Maine and
Cornell and Hobart in the West Point
Invitational. Trinity beat all three 9-0,
and in the Bowdoin match only two
players dropped a game. Although the
West Point tournament featured many
teams, they were not as strong as
Trinity's.
"Even though we are significantly bet-
ter than these teams, you still have to
treat it like any other match," said Free-
man. "In fact, the match can be used to
improve and work on your game."
Although the Bantams did easily beat
these teams, they have several strong
upcoming opponents. Among these
teams is Princeton, the number-two
team in the country. To compete with
the Tigers and other Ivy League squads,
the Bantams are going to be step up their
training. They are weight lifting as a
team to help maintain their strength and
they are going to begin running High
Rise stairs.
"We are preparing ourselves for key
matches against Williams and Harvard,
and our home opener against
Amherst," said Perkins. "We will come
away with a lot of satisfaction even
though it is not fun now."
The Bantams, who are currently 6-0,
will return to campus in their next home
match against Wesleyan on January 31st
at 7:00 p.m. ,
